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AGREEMENT 
THIS AGREEMENT is entered into by and between Ohio Turnpike Commission (hereinafter 
referred to as the "Commission") and Teamsters Local Union No. 436, affiliated with the 
International Brotherhood of Teamsters (hereinafter referred to as the "Union"), which is the 
exclusive representative of two bargaining units including all regular full-time nonsupervisory 
field employees in the Toil Operations and Maintenance Departments of the Commission, except 
section clerks, and sign shop clerks, and all part-time nonsupervisory field employees in the Toll 
Operations Department of the Commission. Each Article in the Agreement is designated as 
applying to (Full-Time), (Part-Time) or (Both). 
WITNESSETH: 
WHEREAS, the parties hereto have reached an agreement as a result of collective bargaining, 
they hereby contract with each other as follows, it being their intent and purpose that this 
agreement shall determine the terms and conditions of employment to prevail and to be observed 
during the period of the agreement. 
ARTICLE 1- PURPOSE AND INTENT OF THE AGREEMENT (BOTH) 
1.1 The Commission hereby recognizes the Teamsters Local Union No. 436, affiliated with 
the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, as the sole and exclusive bargaining agent 
for the purpose of collective bargaining on all matters pertaining to wages, hours, terms 
and other conditions of employment for all employees in each of the respective 
bargaining units. The bargaining units for which this recognition is accorded are defined 
in the Certifications issued by the State Employment Relations Board on March 28,2002 
(Case No. 01-REP-09-0217 and Case No. 01-REP-l 1-0271). 
1.2 This agreement may be amended only by written agreement between the Commission 
and the Union. No verbal statement shall supersede any provisions of this Agreement. 
The Commission will satisfy its collective bargaining obligation before changing a matter 
which is a mandatory subject of bargaining. 
1.3 The Commission shall not enter into any agreement or contract with the Employees 
covered by this Agreement which in any way conflicts with the terms and provisions of 
this Agreement. Any such agreement or contract shall be null and void. 
ARTICLE 2- MANAGEMENT RIGHTS (BOTH) 
2.1 Except as expressly limited by relevant statutes and codes or provisions of this 
Agreement, and reserving unto the Commission any and all management rights which, by 
law, may not be bargainable, the Commission shall have and retain, solely and 
exclusively, all other managerial responsibilities, power and authority, which shall 
include, but not be limited to the following: the right to establish reasonable policies; to 
establish, change or abolish job classifications or the job content of any classification; to 
hire, layoff and recall employees to work; to control and regulate the use of machinery, 
equipment and other property of the Commission; to introduce new or improved research, 
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development and services; to determine the number and types of employees required and 
to assign work to such employees in accordance with the operational needs of the 
Commission; and to direct the work force, except as expressly modified or restricted by a 
specific provision of this Agreement; 
ARTICLE 3 - UNION RIGHTS (BOTH) 
3.1 In addition to their regular work duties, stewards shall be permitted a reasonable amount 
of time, without loss of pay to investigate and present grievances and represent 
r
 employees in meetings with employees on Commission premises. Stewards may receive 
and discuss complaints and grievances of employees on Commission premises. Such 
activities shall be permitted, providing they do not interfere with the safe and efficient 
operations of the Commission. Employees having a legitimate need for the services of 
their steward shall notify their supervisor. Before performing his or her duties, the 
steward shall first notify and make mutual arrangements with his or her supervisor. 
Supervisors shall not unreasonably withhold consent. 
3.2 Union representatives shall be permitted access to maintenance buildings and toll plaza 
utility buildings during normal work hours and shall be allowed reasonable contact with 
bargaining unit employees, provided that there is no interference with the safe and 
efficient operation of the Commission. 
33 The Union shall furnish the Commission with a written list of stewards, indicating the 
bargaining unit, department and shift to which each is assigned. The Commission shall 
. furnish the Union with a list of immediate supervisors, indicating the department and 
shift, if any, to which each is assigned. The parties shall advise of changes in stewards or 
supervisors in writing. 
3.4 The Commission shall provide one (1) enclosed, locking bulletin board in each 
maintenance building and toll plaza for the use of the Union to publicize meetings, other 
events involving the Union and for other Union business. It is the responsibility of the 
Union to furnish locksand keys and maintain the bulletin boards. 
3.5 Union stewards may be excused witnout pay for union business absences to attend 
steward council meetings and contract administration training. Uniori business absences 
shall be limited to a combined maximum of eighty (80) workday^ per calendar year. No 
more than one (1) trades person, mechanic or custodian, per location, will be excused at 
the same time. Notice of Union business absences shall be giyen'to the Commission by 
serving written notice on the Human Resources Manager, witfi popies to each Department 
Head, together with a list of proposed attendees at least seven (7) days in advance. 
3.6 Upon reasonable advance notice of at least forfy-eight (4S| hours to the appropriate 
department head, the Union shall be permitted to conduct on-site employee meetings, up 
to a maximum of four (4) one hour meetings per year, per building in the maintenance 
department and up to a maximum of eight(8) one hour meetings per year, per facility in 
the toll operations department. Such meetings may be he|d provided they do not interfere 
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with the normal operations of the Commission or with the regular work schedules of 
employees. . 
ARTICLE 4 - UNIoft DUES - FAIR SHARE FEES (BOTH) 
4.1 Except as noted below, the- Commission shall deduct dues from an employee's wages 
upon receipt from the Union of an authorization card bearing the signature of the 
.- employee.- ; • - , . , . - . .• ^ : - , > . . • > , • . , ; - .-,_,. •,. \,... . -r., 
4.2 Voluntary payroll deductions fqi; DRIVE shall be permitted upon receipt from the Union , 
of an authorization card bearing the signature of the employee. 
4.3 The Union shall assess^ fair sjiare sejjyicii fee against employees who elect not to 
become members of theVnipn^ and against new employees who do not become members 
of the Union, as provided bv, the following provisions. The fair'share service fee charged 
against non-members shall nof exceed the amount of dues uniformly required of members 
of the Union. 
4.4 For bargaining unit mpmhers who do not elect 'to become merpbers of the Union within 
sixty (60) calendar days after the effective date of this Agreement, or within sixty (60) 
days following his/her initial day of work, the Commission shall deduct a fair share 
service fee from the employee's wages. No fair share service fee shall be assessed or 
collected during tljie $rst.sj^ xty (60)sdays following a new employee's initial day of work. 
4.5 If any member of&^ bargaining unit from whonia fair sljare service # e is charged 
objects to the imp^iti^p of sucfi fee either onthe founds that the amount charged is 
inaccurate or that' the bargaining unit memoer is one against whom a service fee may not 
be assessed, this objection shall be raised with the Union and be subjected to the Union's 
internal rebate procedure* j , ., .• . r ,;.; 
4.6 All payroll deductions referenced m this Section shall be macle during the first payroll 
period each month. .Funds shall be transited to the tiniori upon payroll deduction. 
Upon receipt, the union shall assume full responsibility for the disposition of said funds. 
4.7 Names and addressedpf all new bargaining unit employees shallbe provided to the 
. Union on a monthly '^^%f ^ .,^'^"V;r^.^rT--;'"i=.J..^\^..V-" '•- ^,'.. ]'•,'•'."''"! 
4.8 the Union shall inderhnify'ahd savethe C6frtrnissioh;'hatj^ess^m\ii^y&d all claims, 
suits, orders Of judgments brought or issued' 'against the CJorc&issioii'as a result of any 
° action arising but ofoi* resuming from me im l^etofenuition of tm's'^ticle. 7 
ARTICLE 5 - LIMITATIONS ON NON-BARGAINING UNIT MEMBERS DOING 
-;v ' ! BARGAINING W ;-;•'-
5.1 Supervisors and any other non-batgaihiri^ unit1 (personnel, Except Summer'seasonal 
employees, '"shall hot perform work 6f bargaining' unit employees except work (1) for 
purposes of instructirig or training employees; (2) of ah expMmehtalliature; 
(3) reviewing new, altered or repaired equipment; (4) in emergency situations, e.g. safety 
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of a patron; (5) customer transaction or intervention; (6) equipment or material delivery 
and setup; or (7) coverage for breaks and meals at all gates utilizing two (2) lines per shift 
or less, with the exclusion of InterchangesA 42 (8(A))fand 151 (9(A)) until they are 
renovated. 
5.2 Summer 'seasonal employees shall hot be used to diminish the work opportunities of 
^en^pioyees covered by thiil agfeemehtiand Shall only be permitted to perform the 
following work: Ready snow and ice equipment, assist maintenance personnel, police 
grounds, clean buildings, painting and sandblasting. 
ARTICLE 6 - NON-DISeWMINATION (BOTH) 
6.1 Neither the Commission nor the Union shall unlawfully discriminate against any 
employee of the bargaining units on the basis of race, sex, color, religion, age, national 
origin, political affiliation, union affiliation and activity, handicap or sexual orientation, 
'or dis^ctirnlnate hithe^^applicationor interpretation of the prdvisiohs of this Agreement. In 
addition,; the Corrimissiclh shall comply wfthall the? fequirerhents of the Americans with 
1
 Disabilities Act and the regulations promulgated under this Act. 
•'.'•••• '• •••/*-.V" •••'-'*• ••'"•': "yt' : ' . . / ' i v . f i i . ' f i o v ; ' ' 5 ^ . ^ • » : • • ' ' * , • • • • • " •• • ; 
6.2 No employee shall be discriminated against, intimidatedj restrained, harassed or coerced j 
in the exercise ofrights granted by this Agreement. • ' . .-•- \ 
ARTICLE 7 - SEMOMTY#ULL^TIME) 
7.1 Seniority is defined as an employee's total length of continuous employment with the 
Commission. Employees who suocessjpiy-compkte their? probationary period shall, for 
purposes of this Agreement, be vested with seniority's ef their date of hire. , 
7.2 Seniority shall be broken, and his/lier rights to seniority shall cease upon the following: 
a. Voluntary termination of employment; 
b. Discharge for just cause; v •; n ;•>, :;i .--,. 
c. Acceptance of other employment while on leave; except for Union Leave, as 
provided herein; 
d. Layoff in excess of twenty-four (24) consecutive months; 
e. Absence due to illness or injury in excess of twelve (12) consecutive months; or 
f. Absence due to Workers' Compensation injury or illness in excess of twelve (12) 
consecutive months. -i. i^;> > 
7.3 For employees returning to employmentWith ^leCommission pursuant to R.G. §145.362, 
following a disability leave of absence of less than five (5) years, seniority shall be 
reinstated effective from the last date of ehiployment prior to the disability leave. 
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7.4 When an employee whose continuous service has been broken by any of the causes listed 
in section 7.2 above, and is reemployed subsequent thereto, he/she shall be considered a 
new employee of the Commission, unless Section 7.3 applies. 
7.5 Newly hired permanent employees shall be regarded as probationary employees for the 
first six;(6) months of their employment and shall not be entitled to seniority ^ duririg that 
period. Upon successful completion of thisperiod, the seniority of such employees shall 
be effective as of the date of their last hire. 
7.6 Absence due to sickness or accident disability or other approved leave of absence shall 
not constitute an interruption of continuous service unless seniority has been broken by 
any of the causes listed in Section 7.2 above and Section 7.3 does not apply. 
7.7 The Commission will semiannually post seniority lists on applicable bulletin boards for 
each of the bargaining units, as defined in Article 1 hereof.
 s A copy of said list shall be 
forwarded to the Union. Information with respept to all personnel matters (i.e., new 
hires, reclassifications, postings^ , vacancies,and/or seniority lists) shall be made available 
to all Union Stewards at the various work locations, affected and shall be forwarded to the 
Union Hall within ten (10) working days of Commission approval. Posting on the 
bulletin boards of personnel matters will be considered as notification to the Union 
Stewards. - ,^-r^ ......;- • •<•; • :.. - > .. 
7.8 The seniority of employees?VMO ars hfced en the same day shall be determined by the 
drawing of "lots," 
7.9 Except where amended, seniority shall prevail in filling job vacancies, work assignments, 
layoffs, recall, vacation selection^nd bumping rights. 
7.10 In the event a layoff becomes necessary, the>follov/ing shall apply:
 t , 
Intoll: .','-:: .^.,.-,«,-.r ,. , ' ; , • / 
a. All probationary part-time employees shdl be laid off first; * 
b. Then, non-probationary part-time employees by seniority;? 
c. Then, full-time toll employees by seniority who volunteer for the layoff; and 
d. Then, full-time toll employees by seniority. 
In maintenance: 
e. All probationary employees shall be laid off first;
 ?., 
f. Then, non-probationary employees by seniority who, volunteer for the layoff; and 
g. Then, non-probationary employees by seniority. 
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7.11 When laid-off employees are recalled, the employee- with the greatest seniority shall be 
the first to be called back. 
7.12 Employees to be laid'off shall be given two (2) weeks' notice or, in lieu thereof, two (2) 
weeks' pay. 
7.13 Senior qualified employees may exercise their bumping right in the event of layoffs by 
displacing a less senior employee. . <i; 
7.14 ; In the event the Commission determines that it is necessary to permanently layoff 
employees,, it shall provide the Union with a ninety (90) day notice and bargain with the 
Union about the decision to permanently layoff and the effects of the layoff. 
ARTICLE -8 -VACANCIES (FULL-TIME) 
8.1 Filling of all permanent vacancies, and new, jobs pleated during the term of this agreement 
shall be made on the basis of seniority. 
8.2 ,. ,t Whenever a vacancy occurs in the bargaining unitv the. Commission will post notice of 
such vacancy for a period of seven (7) calendar <f#y& at every installation. 
8.3 Bargaining unit employees shall file their bids within the prescribed time limits. 
8.4 The successful bidder shall be awarded the bid position within twenty (20) workdays 
following me closing of the bid, 
8.5 The successful bidder shall be given a thirty (30) day trial period, except for skilled trades 
and transfer between departments, which shall be one hundred eighty (180) days, to 
prove their ability to do the job. if an employee is unable to perform duties of a bid 
position, they shall be notified of the reasons and returned to their former position. Such 
employee shall retain the right to grieve the decision to return them to their former 
position, if so desired. 
8.6 Fiiiing of Vacancies in the ToSf Department In tolls, the vacancy shall be filled in the 
following orderf v ; • ' 
a. To the most senior full-time bidder at me toll plaza where the vacancy occurs. 
b; ? If hofdifctime bidderat theplaza, ther* to the inost senior'fell-time bidder from 
1 1
 any of the: other toliplazas. ^ . • :=? v • •• 
c; - If there are no qualified bidders for a vacancy in toll, then the most senior 
qualified bidder from the maintenance department shall be awarded the vacancy 
before a part-time toll collector or new hire fills the vacancy. 
d. If no qualified full-time employee bids on the job", to the qualified part-time 
employee bidding and being awarded the vacancy pursuant to Side Letter C. 
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Filling of Vacancies in the Maintenance Department. When a vacancy occurs in the 
maintenance department, the vacancy shall be filled in the;following order: 
a. To the most senior qualified bidder at the installation where the vacancy occurs. 
b. If there is no bidder from the installation where the vacancy occurs, then the 
vacancy will be awarded to the>most senior qualified bidder from any of the other 
installations who bid on the vacancy. . . 
c. If there are no qualified bidders- from the maintenance department, then the 
vacancy will be awarded to the most senior qualified toll collector bidding on the 
vacancy before a new hire ^ Ms such vacancy. •-"'" > 
ARTICLED -t)fSCIt>LINE (B#TH) 
Disciplinary action shall only be^mposed upon an employee for just cause. 
It is recognized that the degree of the penalty in discipline cases should be in keeping 
with the seriousness of the offense. The Commission and the Union agree to adopt a 
program of progressive discipline for all but the' most serious offenses. After the 
Commission has followed the procedure set forth in Section 9.5, discipline for just cause 
shall be issued as follows: <: <
 ?i . 
a. First Offense: L The* employee shall receive an oral reprimand in the 
presence of a union steward or union agent. : 
b. Second 6ffense:8 The employee shall receive a written reprimand in the 
presence of a union steward or union agent. 
c. Third Offense: , The employee shall receive a three-day suspension in the 
presence of a union steward or union agent. 
d. fourth Offense: ^ The employee #aH be subject to discharge. Jf discharged, 
the employee shall be notified of th£ termination and be 
given a written termination notice in the presence of a 
••:/}.• ; -•; •: union steward or union agent -«r, - t 
The Commission reserves the right to invoke summary dischargei without prior warning 
for the most serious offenses; however, should the Commission invoice summary 
discharge, the burden of proof will be on the Commission to show with clear and 
convincing evidence that the seriousness of the offense outweighed the obligation to 
apply the provisions of the above discipline procedure, v
 ; 
The following offenses shall constitute just cause for immediate discharge without 
adhering to progressive discipline procedures: . . . 
mmmm*m*»mmm*mm*mmM*mmm 
a. Insubordination; 
b. Physical assault on a supervisor or any other employee or Turnpike customer; 
c. Theft, embezzlement or conviction of a felony; 
d. Loss of driver's license becauseof driving on duty under the influence of alcohol 
or controlled substance; 
e. The intentional falsification of official records or medical records; 
f The unauthorized use, entry, alteration or destruction of computer systems, 
hardware, software or information contained therein; and-
g. Failure to report an accident involving Commission vehicles or equipment by the 
completion of the shift, unless unable to report because of medical reasons. 
9.4 Reprimands and suspensions shall remain effectiye fpr a period of twelve (12) months 
from the date of the last occurring offense. The twelve (12) month period shall begin on 
the date of the offense. 
9.5 No employee shall be disciplined or discharged until the union steward is notified, the 
employee is notified of the alleged offense and any evidence in support of the alleged 
offense, and the employee is given the^  opportunity to respond. 
9.6 All employees shall be entitled to thei>feserice of a union steward in any meeting in 
which an employee reasonably believes thdt the meeting or matters discussed therein may 
be used to support disciplinary action. | 
ARTICLE 10 - PERSONNEL FIL&S (BOTH) 
10.1 An employee shall have the right to review the contents of his/her personnel file, other 
than confidential information, including pre-employment material such as references, 
interview sheets and administrative notes received prior to* hire. Such review may be 
scheduled by arranging an appointment with the Human Resources Department. Positive 
evaluations and commendations will be included in the personnel file in addition to 
unfavorable evaluations and reprimands; j ;r • 
ARTICLE 11-GRIE¥ANCS PROCEDURE (BOTH) • -
11.1 A grievance" shall be any complaint, controversy or dispute* arising between the 
Commission and;the Unior^  or any employee or employees;concerning questions of 
., interpretation or application of the terms, conditions and provisions of this Agreement. 
, 11.2 An employee who has worked continuously for the Commission for more than sixty (60) 
i ,i days may grieve any aspect of this Labor Agreement,,except that the discipline or 
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discharge of any employee who has not acquired seniority under Article 7 or Article 41 
shall be final and binding and not subject to the Grievance and Arbitration Procedure. 
11.3 Any grievance arising between the Commission and the Union, or an employee(s) 
represented by the Union, shall be settled in the manner listed below. A Union 
representative may attend any grievance meeting. Class action or serious discipline 
(suspensions or discharges) grievances shall be filed at Step 3. AH time limits must be 
followed unless extended in writing by mutual consent of the Commission and the Union. 
Step 1: The employee(s), with or without a Union Steward present, will attempt to 
resolve the grievance by discussion with the employee's supervisor within ten (10) 
calendar days of the time the employee knew or should have known of the events giving 
rise to the grievance. Failure to attempt to resolve the grievance with the immediate 
supervisor at Step 1 will result in the grievance being waived. If no supervisor response 
is given, or if the employee is dissatisfied with the response, or if the meeting is not able 
to be held within ten (10) calendar days, the grieving employee(s) mayproceed to Step 2 
of the procedure. 
Step 2: If the grievance is riot" resolved in Step 1 oriri accordance with the time limit 
therein, the grieving empibyee(s) shall formally present the grievance, in writing, to the 
foreman or toll supervisor. The written grievance must be submitted on a completed 
form provided by the Union. , 
The Step 2 meeting shall be lipid within five (5) calendar days after receipt ojf the written 
grievance thereof in a meeting between the Business Agent, Steward, Grievant, any 
necessary witnesses, and $ie Division Superintendent or pistrict Tpll Supervisor or , 
designee of either. The grievance meeting shall be scheduled at a time so as to minimize 
any impact upon the operation of the business or lost work time by any employee, and 
such meeting may be scheduled either immediately before or after the grievant's 
(grievants') normal working hours. The Division Superintendent or District Toll 
Supervisor or designee of either shall respond to the Business Agent and Steward in 
writing within five (5) calendar days of the Step 2 meetings No employee shall lose pay 
for their attendance at this meeting if held during normal working hours and shall be paid 
straight time if the meeting occurs on employee's day off h v > :r 
Step 3: If the grievance is not settled* it shall automatically be appealed to the Executive 
Director or his designee at the Step Three (3) meeting. There shall be scheduled among 
the parties at least one Step Three meeting per month to be held on the second Thursday 
of each month, unless otherwise'mutually agreed upon by Ihe parties. If the Commission 
provides less than eight (8) hours for the meeting, or all grievances have not been heard, 
another meeting will be scheduled withm one (1) calendar- week, unless another day is 
agreed to by the parties. The'Step€h?eie (3) meeting shall beheld at the Commission's 
administrative offices in Berea uhless other arrangements1 are mutually agreed upon. The 
Business Agent, steward and grievant may be present. If the grievance concerns 
discipline; the grievant shall not lose pay for his/her attendance at this meeting and shall 
be paid straight time if the meeting occurs on the grievant's day off. The steward shall be 
paid for attendance at the Step Three (3) meeting for all grievances. No later than five 
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(5) days after the Step Three (3) meeting, a written disposition will be provided to the 
Steward and the Union. - ' ' 
ARTICLE 12 - ARBITRATION PROCEDURE (BOTH) 
12.1 This procedure will be used i&expeditiously process arbitration cases when the Union 
requests, in writing, the processing of the case through arbitration. 
12.2 If the Union is not satisfied with the disposition at Step 3 of the grievance procedure, it 
shall give'written notice to the Executive Director of !the Commission of its request for 
arbitration within thirty (30) calendar days of the Step 3 disposition, 
:12.3 Establishment of the Panel of Arbitrators. The parties hereby: appoint tlie following 
arbitrators for the term of the labor agreement. r • 
'
:
 1. Marvin Feldmaii 2. James Manoini -• 3 j Robert Vans 
12.4 Arbitration Procedure; When an arbitration case is to be processed using this 
.; procedure, the parties shall meet within five (5)^alendarl days (excluding Saturdays, 
;
 Sundays and holidays) after written request for use of the arbitration procedure for the 
* following purposes: •• . .m,.,-.-.-?>• ^  
a. to-determine whether the grievance can'beire^olvsd; and 
b. to determine whether either party believes multiple hearing days will be 
necessary. 
If the grievance cankiot be resolved, me arbitrator will be selected by rotation from the 
;
 panel in Section 12.3,-starting with the first name appearing alphabetically. If an 
arbitrator is selected and the arbitration is cancelled, such arbitrator will he-selected for 
the next case, unless a cancellation fee has been charged, in which case, the next 
arbitrator on the list will be selected. The hearing date(s) shall be established at the time 
the arbitrator is selected arid balled and shall 'be within thirty (30) calendar days of receipt 
of the notice of appointment. 
A transcript of the hearing shall be taken, and the parties^  Will have thirty (30) days from 
the receipt of the transcript to submit briefs to the arbitrator. The arbitrator shall have 
• thirty (W) days-from the date "briefer are received to prepare and issue' his/her decision in 
the case. In all other matters, the rules of the American Atbitratidri Association for labor 
arbitration shall govern the procedure. The parties shall equally split the costs of the 
court feporter,' transcript and Arbitrator;^  shall be final and 
" ' binding, in the event the Commission' files a legal action to vacate any arbitration award, 
the Conimissionsfiaif comply with the term of the award during the pendency of such 
legal action and deposit any funds ordered to be paid pursuant to the award with the 
•
:
 \ court. ': -'/•"• " '"'r "' "'' "' 'U: i '• • 
The parties may, by mutual agreement, extend the time frames set forth above. 
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12.5 Replacement of Arbitrators. If an arbitrator who was selected to be on the panel dies or 
states that he/she no longer wishes to remain on the panel, he/she shall be replaced by the 
parties mutually selecting an arbitrator^/ ;.. 
ARTICLE 13 - LEAVES OF ABSENCE (BOTH) 
13.1 Application of Family Medical Leave Act. The Commission will comply with all 
provisions of. the family Medical Leaye Act ("FMLA"). Employees on FMLA shall 
receive health insurance in accordance with the Act. The Employee.may elect to use any 
accrued vacation at the time of leave under the FMLA.
 ? 
13.2 Leave No Pay. Other Leave may be granted without pay Leave shall not be granted in 
excess of one (1) month but may, under proper circumstances, be renewed from month to 
month, provided that renewals cannot be granted for a total cumulative period of more 
than six (6) months. Sick leave will not be cumulative durmg leave granted hereunder 
nor will vacation credits be earned. Insurance, including dental and vision care coverage, 
will be terminated If the leav© resets in absence of More than thirty (30) calendar days. 
Such termination shall take .effect on the first day of the calendar month following the 
thirty (30) day absence, provided that such insurance coverage will be continued if the 
employee elects to pay the premium cost of the insurance, including dental and vision 
coverage. An employee who has been on leave of absence without pay for more than six 
(6) months shall be constderexMerminated, and at that time, the privilege of obtaining 
insurance coverage through payment shall be discontinued subject to the employee's 
rights under C.O.B.R.A. V 
13.3 However, an employee who is not entitled to insurance coverage because he/she is not 
receiving sick leave pay, or is not on leave no pay due to an on-the-job injury, shall 
nevertheless receive insurance, including denial and vision coverage, on the following 
conditions: 
a The employee is temporarily and totally disabled due to an illness, including 
pregnancy or an injury not compensable under the Workers' Compensation Act. 
b. Such coverage shall terminate one hundred and eighty (180) days after the 
beginning of such disability. 
c. The employee is not eligible for disability retirement benefits
 ;under Public 
Employees Retirement System. 
d. Satisfactory evidence of temporary total disability is furnished to the 
Commission, including a detailed doctor's report as to the cause and nature of the 
disability and prognosis and as to the expected duration thereof. . 
13.4 Within reasonable limits, and exercising authority prudently, any department head may 
grant any employee leave, other than vacation or sick leave, without pay, when in the 
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opinion of the department head, such action is warranted and the work of the department 
will not be impaired. "•*"•"' 
13.5 Absence without permission of the department head shall be cause for disciplinary action, 
and repeated absence shall be just cause for dismissal. 
ARTICLE 14 - MILITARY LEAVE (FULL-TIME) 
14.1 An employee who is a member of the active organized reserve of the Army, Navy, Ah 
Force, Marines or Coast Guard of the United States or of the National Guard while under 
competent orders for active military duty; shall be granted leavewith regular pay for not 
more than a total of one hundred seventy-six (176) hours in any calendar year. 
Any employee called or ordered to military duty for more than one (1) month because of 
an executive order issued by the President of the United States or by Act af Congress will 
be paid the lesser of the following: ; K : >. 
a. The difference between*the employee's gross monthly wage or salary and the sum 
of the employee's gross uniformed pa^ and allowances received that month; or 
b: Five Hundred Doilarst$500.00). *-• '-Y;«V"-
The Commission shall abide by all state and federallawsj'reguiations and executive 
orders concerning military leave, i.e., O.TRJ& Section 5923.05 and Title 38 USC Sections 
4301-4333, and shall not diminish''airyrights grantedhereby. 
ARTICLE 15 - LABOR/MANAGEMENT kELAf IONS COMMITTEE (BOTH) 
i 5.1 The Corhmission and the Union shall establish' a joint cbrrimittee for labor management 
relations. When committee meetingsare scheduled during a participant's regularly 
scheduled working hours, there shall be hfrlossisf pa^ for attendance at such meeting for 
up to a maximum of seven (7) employees. Employees will be reimbursed mileage for 
, travel to and frdm such meeting if theCommission doe^'not offer transportation. 
15.2 There*shall be^aLaborMaiiagemelit Relations Committee'established that shall meet up 
to three (3) timespef'jnear td discuss matters, trther than individual grievances. Any 
proposed ageridaitsms^mustbe exchanged bythte UniSn President and the Human 
Resources Manager or such other position designated by the Executive Director at least 
three (3) days prior to any scheduled meeting. In no event shall either party's number of 
represent!^ '•'y "\ ^ 
••'•
x
 -<•' " ARTICLE 16-SAFETY(BOTH) '-" • ' ; ' ; 
16.1 There shall be two (2) joint committees on safety and health, one from the toll operations 
j
 department and one from the maintenance department. Three^  (3) members of each 
committee shall be from non-supervisory personnel and selected by the'Union, and three 
(3) members of each committee shall be from administration and selected by the 
Executive Director. Each committee shall select a chair. Each committee shall meet at 
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. the request of either the Union or management representatives, but except in cases of 
emergency, committees shall not meet more often than once each calendar quarter. Items 
to be included on an agenda should be submitted with the request for the meeting. When 
committee meetings are scheduled during a participant's regularly scheduled working 
hours, there shall be no loss of pay for attendance at. such meeting. Employees will be 
reimbursed mileage for travel to and from such meeting if the Commission does not offer 
transportation. • * •< 
16.2 The Commission shall provide equipment, safety devices and accessories required for the 
job. The Commission shall maintain aU equipment in safe operating condition and shall 
comply with all requirements of law applicable to equipment used by its employees. If a 
complaint is made concerning the condition of such equipment, the equipment shall be 
investigated by the appropriate supervisor, together with a mechanic, as soon as 
practicable, and if the supervisor finds the equipment to be unsafe, the Division 
Superintendent will be notified, and the equipment shall be put in safe condition or 
removed from use until it is put in safe condition * r 
16.3 The Commission will .promptly give notice to the Unbn Presidents of an accident that 
occurred on the Turnpike resulting man employee death or life-threatening injury. 
16.4 The Commission shall comply with all locals state and federal health and safety laws and 
regulations. No employee will be expected to perform work that is unsafe. Should an 
employee complain that his work requires hini to be in an unsafe or unhealthy situation in 
violation of accepted safety, rules, the matter shall be promptly investigated by the 
Commission. If investigation discloses an unsafe condition, corrective action shall be 
taken immediately. Further, no retaliatory or discriminatory action shall be taken against 
any employee who reports the condition. ^
 v ^ , > i* *v,/ 
16.5 Commission employees have always been expected to use proper carein the operation of 
• all vehicles, in the operation of all equipment and to comply with all applicable laws, 
rules and regulations pertaining to operations. 
16.6 Employees shall report as soon as possible to their immediate supervisor any accident in 
which they are involved and, except for injury which prevents such action, shall make 
written report to their supervisor when requested to do so» by their supervisor, giving full 
details and explanation of the accident In accidents, involving damage to, vehicles, 
persons or property, such accidents shall be investigated, where appropriate, by the 
• -..-••.; Highway Patrol. . . .
 { • . ., _ : .>< ,-
16.7 Accidents shall be classified by the administration following investigation as chargeable 
or non-chargeable. If it is concluded that the employee was negligent and that the 
accident was the result of the employee's negligence, the accident shall be classified as a 
chargeable accident. 
16.8 Employees shall not be held financially responsible for loss or damages unless gross 
negligence has been demonstrated. 
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16.9 The Commission shall provide the required forms for the purpose of reporting losses, 
faulty equipment and accidents. 
16.10 The Commission will provide training and/or other information on hazardous materials 
employees encounter on the job. All employees shall have access to information on all 
;
 toxicsubstances in the workplace pursuant to current OSHA regulations. 
16.11 The Commission shall provide first aid materials in each maintenance building and toll 
plaza. '•'""•" 
16.12 The Commission shall be responsible for '-maintaining clean, sanitary and safe facilities. 
16.13 Employees shall promptly be notified of and be permitted to answer or return incoming 
emergency phone calls via the Commission's telephones. 
:.-... - ARTICLE 17 -. USE OF VEHICLES ON/COMMISSIpmBySINESS (BOTH) 
17.1 The Commission provides an automobile pool to furnish transportation for those 
employees who are required to use an automobile on Commission business. Employees 
..:. who may use private vehicles on Commission business will not be compensated for such 
use, except when such use has been specifically authorized^ Such authorization for the 
use of private vehicle will be given only when no Commission vehicle is available. 
Authorization for the use of private vehicles may be given only by the Executive Director 
; oj persons specifically designated by him to exercise such authority. When an employee 
is directed and authorized to use his or her private vehicle on Commission business, the 
employee will be reimbursed at the rate per mile, as permitted by the IRS, for the use 
; thereof and,in addition, will be reimbursed for the necessary ^olls or parking.charges paid 
in the course of such use, upon submission of a standard expense voucher. 
17.2 Prior to the use of private automobiles on Commission business aiid/or the use of the 
Commission-owned vehicles, it is the employee's responsibility .and obligation to inform 
the Commissior if they do not possess a valid driver's license and/or carry automobile 
liability insurance, pursuant to Ohio Revised Code, Section 4509,51.. 
ARTICLE IS - GENERAL PROVISIONS (BOTH) . 
18.1 Subcontracting. The Commission shall not subcontract work mat is presently being 
done, or which has been traditionally done by bargaining unit members, in any 
circumstances which result in the permanent layoff of bargaining unit members. 
18.2 Separatioii off Employment In trie> event of discharge or ferminatipn of employment, an 
employee shall receive payment for all wages due and the: es^iishedjproportion of 
earned, but unused, sick and vacation leave within thirty (3d)1 days oJdate of separation. 
C^culktipn of and payment for unused sick and vacation leave shall be in accordance 
wim the applicable Sections of this Agreement ' '., 
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ARTICLE 19 - DRUG AND ALCOHOL TESTING (BOTH) 
19.1 An employee may be required to undergo medical testing under the following 
circumstances: . , . 
a. There is reasonable suspicion^ to believe, based on specific objective facts, that an 
employee is under the influence of alcohol or drugs or has usee! such substances 
on Commission property. Such reasonable, suspicion must be documented in 
writing and supported by two (2) witnesses whenever possible; 
b. The Employee is involved in a workrjelated accident involving a commercial 
motor vehicle, and the accident involved the loss of human life; 
c. The employee is involved in a work-related accident resulting in personal injury; 
d! The empIcye^as'M&a jbrtbr'po&tive^st M ^controlled substance^ an alcohol 
test with a Blood Alcohol Content ("BAC") of .04 or greater; or 
e. The employ^1 is invbrVed iri' si work-relateoVslceideht involving any motor vehicle, 
and the employee receives a citation for a moving traffic vib'latfdh arising out of 
• the accident' • " i ° : , i ^ •-:• wi }•<•••• v.. n. ,•>-,
 iC,-. 
Further, all employee's whose duties include activities that impact on the safety of 
coworkers or the public will W subject !t6 random testing.l Testing procedures shall be 
consistentwith CE)L testing retjuir^ments: t! ;/i]" 
19.2 If there is a positive test fdt a" controlled substahcle^ or an alcortol test with a BAC of .04 
or greater, the employee' shall hot fedleiveiliscipiirlary time off from work for the first 
instance of such positive result. 
19.3 Upon notification to the Commission of a positive test- result; the employee shall be 
immediately placed oh leave; no $!ayStatus, pending a report «from a Substance Abuse 
Professional that te&iipfoyee'm^ is a second rehabilitation 
program, the employee, shall only be entitled to one-half (1/2} of the medical benefits 
related to that sec6n% rehabifiMibfi rl/bgrlm.' On the third occasion an employee tests 
positive, employment w j t h t e terminated. Failure to^comply with 
the Substance Abuse Professional recorr^^ will also restifi in^terrninatidn of 
employment.'r U"u 4«[\^f<> - ^ "»™" •**" >*->* <™ ^^ * ^ - - " 
19.4 Any employee returning to work after a positive test shaH be subject to unannounced 
follow-up testing for a peiibd Of one' ( l ) year unless a \6^^)p^£i^W^!Mmer^Qd by 
the Substance Abuse Proiessiofial. " )u~ " ~!1 '" J^^-'-^ ii: ^ ^ y ^ j r r , 
19.5. The Commission shall give the Union reasonable notice of randpm drug testing and 
permit a Business Agent to observe the process in whic^emyiby^esaye ^elected for 
random testing. Should the employees selected not'be tested oh ttie! day "6f random 
selection, the Business Agent shall affix his signature to the random list generated. 
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ARTICLE 20 - ATTENDANCE (FULL-TIME) 
20.1 ; Attendance at work is important. Frequent absences, tardiness or early departures disturb 
the schedules of your co-workers as well as disrupt the Commission's efficient operation. 
Failure to meet attendance expectations will result in affirmative steps to encourage 
compliance with basic attendance standards. Repeated failure to meet attendance 
expectations will lead to discipline, up to and including termination. 
Attendance shall be measured on an occurrence basis. Employees will be charged with 
an occurrence for a variety of conduct. Occurrences will be accrued over a rolling twelve 






Excused Absences (Greater than four (4) hours): Each period of 
consecutive, excused absence greater than four (4) hours shall count as 
one (1) occurrence, except as excluded below. 
Excused Absences (Four (4) hours or less): Each excused absence of 
four (4) hours or less shall count as one-half (1/2) occurrence, except as 
excluded below, ^ •••• ••.•': ^ :*• •;•• .•';'--:.-•• *, 
(Jutxcustc* Absences: Each onexcused absence shall count as two (2) 
occurrences. Each consecutive day of unexcused absence shall count as a 
separate occurrence of unexcused absence. -<•.?': 
(iv) Unreported Absences * Each unreported absence shall count as four (4) 
occurrences:; Each' consecutive day of unreported absence shall count as a 
separate occurrence of unreported absence. '• • v 
b. Tardiness. Failure to be at work on time or to be ready to work at the appointed 
time shall be charged as one (1) occurrence if the tardy is for rnore than one-
;
 qiiMer (1/4) hottf and one-half (1/2) occurrence if the tardy is oiie-quarter (1/4) 
hourorless. ^ * : j 
c. Early Departure. " '' ' -•••-• 
(i) Leaving work more than four (4) hours before the conclusion of the 
scheduled shift of assigned overtime'sliall count as one (t) occurrence, 
except as excluded below, ? :; *-': 
(ii) Leaving work four (4) hours or less before the conclusion of a scheduled 
shift or assigned overtime shall count as one-half (1/2) occurrence, except 
as excluded below. 
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d. Exclusions. An employee shall not be charged with any occurrences for the first 
five (5) occurrences of excused absence. Additionally, an employee shall not be 
charged with absences approved as vacation; "H" days, union leave, military 
-• leave, jury duty leave, personal leave or for absences which qualify as leave under 
the Family and Medical Leave Act or the Americans with Disabilities Act or for 
an absence due to an allowed workers' compensation claim. , , 
The following schedule describes the affirmative steps which shall be taken in the 
event an employee accrues occurrences during the, rolling twelve (12) month 
•period:' • A : >*/•;•••• 
4 Occurrences: Written reminder of the attendance policy and the 
employee's status thereunder. 
6 Occurrences: Formal attendance counseling. 
8 Occurrences: Three (S) day administrative suspension. 
10 Occurrences: Termination. 
Any employee absent for twslve(12) consecutive months or subject to Section 13.2 of 
this collective bargaining agreement shall have his/her employment terminated. 
• ' 'ARTICLE21 -NOSTRIKE/LOCKOUT-(BOTH) • • 
21.1 During the term of this Agreement, the Commission shall not lockout, and the Union and 
members of the bargaining unit shall not engage in any strike, work stoppage, 
interference with work,or slow down, which vio!ates<R.C. § 4117. Any employee 
engaging in a strike, work stoppage, interference with work or slow down in violation 
hereof, during the life of the labor agreement, shall be subject to a discipline penalty up to 
and including discharge. 
Should any strike, work, stoppage, interference with work or, slow down occur, the Union 
shall take immediate action to terminate suqh action, including notifying all bargaining 
unit members to immediately cease and desist. 
ARTICLE 22 - PROTECTION OF INMVIDUA|..|liqHT? (f OTH) 
22.1 Except in the case of a strike action and/or picketing relevant thereto, which is in 
violation of the terms and provisions of this Agreement, ftnplpyees may refuse to cross 
or work behind any primary authorized picket line of the International Brotherhood of 
Teamsters. Any employee who so refuses shall not be subject to discipline or discharge 
under the terms of this Agreement 
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ARTIGLE23 -WORKERS' COMPENSATION AND 
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE (BOTH) 
23.1 An employee who claims Workers' Compensation benefits and Sick and Accident 
benefits shall not be entitled to receive both benefits at the same time, but shall be 
permitted to apply for Sick and Accident Benefits during the pendency of any claim 
petition or other litigation, filed by an employee because of the denial of Workers' 
Compensation benefit to him. If the employee is subsequently found to be entitled to 
receive Workers' Compensation benefits, the Commission shall be entitled to receive a 
credit from the benefits awarded for all Sick and Accident benefits or sick leave it has 
paid to the employee. In these circumstances, sick leave hours shall be reinstated to the 
employee in ah amount equal to the temporary total disability credit. 
23.2 The Commission has elected to provide coverage for its employees under the provisions 
of the Workers' Compensation Act as a self-insurer. This benefit provides for 
compensation arid payment of medical expenses for every employee who receives an 
injury which is compensable under the law. 
23.3 If the injury causes total disability and is compensable under the Workers' Compensation 
Act, sick Jeave benefits will not be paid for any period of total disability so compensable, 
except that an employee may elect, within ten (10) days of the injury, to use accumulated 
sick leave or sickness and accident benefits, rather than temporary total benefits. Should 
the employee exhaust accumulated sick leave or sickness and accident benefits, he/she 
may apply for temporary total benefits under the Workers" Compensation Act. 
23.4 In the event that an employee is injured during the course and scope of employment and 
the injury prevents the employee from completingthe;workday, the Commission shall 
pay said employee full pay for the entire day of the injury. The Commission also 
provides transportation, for an employee who is injured on the joK to and from the 
doctor's office or the hospital on the day of the injury* If the doctor is of the opinion that 
the injured employee is unable to return to work on the day of the injury, the employee 
shaU receive pay for the frill day,: regardless of the hours, worked prior to the injury> and 
the day shall not be considered as or charged to sick leave. 
23.5 Sick leave and vacation leave will continue to accumulate during leave at nopay due to 
an on-the-job injury for a maximum of twelve (12) months from the date on which the 
. absence first occurs because of the injury, However, insurance coverage will be 
;: continued at Commission expense .until such time as it is determined that the .employee is 
. permanently and totally disabled or until such time as it is determined that the employee, 
although not permanently and totally disabled, will not be physically capable of returning 
,_:i; to work for the Commission, at which .time insurance coverage will, after notice to the 
employee, be terminated. • =...-- ••.••.. ?** 
,23.6 An employee who has returned to his regular duties after sustaining a compensable injury 
and who is required by the employee's physician of record to receive additional medical 
.,.,; treatment during his regularly scheduled working hours, shall receive his regular hourly 
rate of pay for. such time, which shall be chargeable to his sick leave. 
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23.7 The Commission has also elected to provide coverage for its employees under the Ohio 
Unemployment Compensation Act. - • 
23.8 .. Employees shall be paid for any time actually missed at work because the employee was 
required to submit to an examination requested either by the Industrial Commission or 
, the Commission. > ; 
ARTICLE 24 - JURY DUTY (FULL-TIME) 
24.1 Each full-time employee of the Commission who may be summoned as a juror in the 
. employee's respective community and who, because of such required absence from the 
employment with the Commissionwould not otherwise be entitled to pay by the 
Commission, shall, during such period of absence from duties as employee of the 
Commissions be entitledto regular pay from the Commission, for any such period of 
absence from work with the Commission because of required jury duty, upon providing 
prior to the employee's jury service, satisfactoryeyidence that the absence from 
employment wim me Commission is required because of jury duty. 
24.2 The Comptroller will issue to #ie employee a check for the employee's regular wages 
when the Comptroller has been furnished with satisfactory evidence, as.hereinbefore 
required, and the employee has submitted the. endorsed jury duty check to the 
Commission. 
','.;' ARTICLE ^ - £ O U ^ 
25.1 When an employee is required to appear in court for the purpose of testifying because of 
any accident he may have been involved in while in the Commission's service during 
working hours, such employee shall be reimbursed in full by the Corrimission for all 
earning opportunity lost because of such appearance. 
A R T I C L E 2 ( S ^ - V A C A T I O N ; L E A V E ( F U L L - T I M E ) 
26.1 Each regular full-time employee shall be credited with his or her first workdays of 
vacation on the first day of January following employment by the Commission. The 
number of workdays of said vacation to be credited shall be one (1) day for each two 
hundred eight (208) houfs of straight-time work and'paid leave taken during the prior 
payroll year. ?6fi Jamiary 1 of each ofthe'hextthrde (3) years,'each fUIl^ time employee 
shall be credited wim t ^ 
$080) hbursof s t ta ight^ 
employee continuing to serve with the Corhihissiorl will be cf bolted withone1 (1) more 
vacation day than credited on the previdtis January T for ihe first tWb mo^a t t eighty 
(2080) hours of straight-time work arid paid leave taken during the payroll year up to a 
maximum of twenty-five (25) workdays of vacation. r ,; k'-iv"' 
26.2 Annual vacation workdays credited on^ach January11, as herein above provided, shall be 
added to unused vacation leave deferred, as hereinafter proVided, arid all isuch vacation 
workdays credited at the beginning of any year shall be used during that year unless the 
vacation workdays or any portion thereof shall be approved for deferment. 
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26.3 In case the application of any formula or rule relating to vacation leave produces a result 
in which includes a fractional day, a fractional day of one-Jialf (1/2) or greater shall be 
5
 considered one (1) full day, and a fractional day of less than one-half (1/2) shall be 
disregarded. -
26.4 Preference for the time when vacationsare to be taken shall be exercised in accordance 
with seniority in each installation, as subsequently defined herein in Article 5, 
"Seniority." Seniority will be the basis for determining vacation preferences for both the 
first and second period selected, should any employee wish to divide vacation over two 
;
 (2) or more periods. In the Maintenance Departmentj there shall be a third and fourth 
period for selection.1 In nd event shall vacation leave consequent upon previous years of 
employment be authorized prior to January 1 of any calendar year. 
Vacation time shall be earned in the payroll year and will betaken for the calendar year 
• .•• that begins with -or immediately after the payroll year, .••/•; . ^
 :, • . 
26.5 Employees in toll operations may taketheir vacations at any time during the calendar 
year. In the Toll Department, eighteen percent (18%) of the employees (for purposes of 
this section, eighteen percent (18%) shall be computed by rounding up to the next whole 
number when the percentage applied equal 5 persons or greater) in any installation (but 
' in no case, less than one (1) employee) shall be permitted to have their vacations at the 
same time, unless the department head determines that a greater percentage will not 
interfere with the normal functioning of the Turnpike. For purposes of vacation 
'
?
 selection, the schedule will be displayed, and employees wM have within the next 
scheduled work shift after notification of their turn to make vacation selections. An 
employee may elect to call the Toll Supervisor to make a selection. 
26.6 Between November 1 and March "31, hot more than two (2) employees from any 
maintenance section installation may take their vacation at the same time, except 
custodians and mechanics, who shall have their own vacation schedule. Between April 1 
and October 31 , a maximum of four (4) section roadway employees from any 
maintenance section insMlation maytake their vacationat the same time, provided no 
more than two (2) employees from the'creW responsible"for overtime are scheduled on 
vacation at the same time. No more than o n e ( l ) building 'checkrrian/roadway from each 
mamtehanee' installation cart be scheduled on vacation at^any'time • No more than one (1) 
sign shop eriiploye'e dan-be scheduled on vacation at any time. The custodians and 
mechanics at each s^ectidn4Wstallatk)n may have no-more-man one (1) person in each 
work unit on vacation leave at anytime during the year. Division personnel shall be 
limited to one (1) employee on vacation at a tirfie'per wdrk unit, £er division, except that 
in any division, sufficient skilled tradesmen shall be available to perform the necessary 
^ func t io rk# the craft: ^ ^ ,} . - -> 
There shall be one (1) initial vacation posting period in the Maintenance Department for 
' each calendar year. »*.:•-
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26.7 Following the initial vacation selection process referenced above, should an employee 
have accrued but unused vacation leave, such leave may be requested at least seventy-two 
(72) hours in advance in toll and twenty-four (24) hours in advance in maintenance, 
subject to the approval of the Department Head, in accordance with the provisions 
specified in Sections 26.5 and 26.6. Partial day vacations may not be less than one-half 
(1/2) day. In toll, such requests may not be made more than thirty (30) days in advance 
of the requested vacation, unless the request is for a vacation of five (5) or more 
consecutive vacation days or an exception is provided by the Department Head 
Seniority shall be the determining factor in granting such vacation leave requests when 
the requests are submitted thirty (30) or more days prior to the beginning of the desired 
period. Requests made within thirty (30) days prior to the beginning of the desired 
period shall be granted on a first-come, first-served basis, ; 
26.8 Once vacation is scheduled, it must be taken during that time, unless the employee 
cancels the vacation at least sevesity-twc (72) hours in advance in toll and twenty-four 
(24) hours in advance in maintenance of the scheduled start of the vacation, or the 
employee is unable to take the vacation- because of an. illness verified by a doctor's 
certificate. '••*•,••' • = '>-•, :.j-'-*..--'. ••-.'.'•:••,•; 
If an employee cancels vacation, the available vacation dates shall be posted, and 
employees; will have an opportunity.to bid pn those newly available dates on the basis of 
seniority. • ...'.•--<••-••:.-....•'• o ..;;• - • .-?>• 
26.9 Upon termination of employment, an employee shall receive a final check for all unused 
vacation leave previously credited tothe employee^ -. 
In addition, an employee shall receive payment for the number of vacation days that 
would have been credited to the employee on January 1, following termination on a 
prorated basis, as follows: . • , \u:;...,. 
The number of vacation days that an employee shall be entitled to during the year in 
which the employee terminates employment shall be determined by dividing the 
employee's total number of straightrtime howrs worked and paid leave t^ken during the 
payroll year by two thousand eighty (2Q80), .The resulting quotient will be multiplied by 
the number of days vacation the employes would have been entitled
 {to on January 1 
following termination had the employee continued employment with the Commission. 
.,-. The number of vacation days will be roundest?) tfee nearest %}1 day. Fractional days of 
one-rhalf (1 /2) or more will be considered one (1) full day, ,and fractional days of less than 
one-half(l/2)willbe disregarded. ,!;i;>. , ( / > h^  i, 
26.10 Any employee who is entitled to less than five (5) vacation day^ with pay in any calendar 
year may, at the option of the employee, be allowed to obtain a vacation leave, with the 
additional workdays of leave without pay, to make a total of five (5) days vacation. Any 
employee who is entitled to more than five (5), but less than ten (10) vacation days with 
pay in any calendar year, may, at the option of the employee, be allowed to obtain a 
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vacation leave, with the additional workdays of leave without pay, to make a total often 
(10) days vacation. 
26.11 Whenever a holiday occurs during the vacation leave, that day shall not be charged as a 
day of vacation. 
26.12 An employee who loses time because of an allowed Industrial Claim arising out of 
employment with the Commission shali have the lost time counted as hours worked in 
computing the employee's vacation benefits for up to twelve (12) months, subject to the 
provision of Section 23.5. 
26.13 In determining the qimllfkations for vaoatiori and the length thereof, prior service with 
the State of Ohio, or any of its political subdivisions shall be treated as service with the 
Commission, provided satisfactory evidence of the length of such service is famished to 
the Commission, and vacation was earned during such service. 
26.14 Deferment of Annual Vacation Leave. Employees may defer to the following year 
: v?' accumulated, but unused workdays pf vacation. Such deferment shall not exceed four (4) 
i -- -*v times the number of days of annual vacation to -which the employee would be entitled 
during the year in which such deferment is made had the employee tdten .no vacation 
<: / • dming such year atxd providedfurther, that days of vacation thus deferred from one year 
to ths next may again be deferred, subject*© the limitation set forth in the preceding 
.;:''• provision^ jEmpleyees who have accumulated more than four times their annual vacation 
.days asof May 13,1992j*shall not lose; any of the accumulation until it has been used. 
i However- they shall not;be< permitted any further accumulation until their vacation 
r accumulation is below four times and thenjm&y accumulate only to the maximum 
• v limitation of this sectiom Where an employee has the maximum accumulation at the end 
H, ^ of any calendar year, the employee may elect to take payment in lieu of vacation under 
Section 26.15 fo l^the vacation earned duringthat year, but not awarded until the first day 
. ,, ofthe next calendar]year. ; ->.:ji; /^, ; > r j t : ^ .:•?<>•'.>:•*; »<•. ••..•; 
26.15 Payment in Lieu of Vaeati©% If an employee wishes to receive full pay for all or a 
portion of vacation earned during the year, which the employee normally would take as 
vacation during the following year, the employee may, rather than defer the unused 
. vacation as provided in the preceding paragraph, elect to receive pay for such vacation 
earned and not deferred. The remaining vacation time shall be taken or, subject to the 
preceding paragraph, shall be deferred. Payment under this paragraph shall be based 
upoaihe applicant's rate of pay ineffect on the date, payment is made.,.
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ARTICLE 27 -HOLIDAYS (FULL-TIME) 
27.1 The following holidays shall be observed: 
a. January 1 ' 
b. ' Third Monday in January 
c. Third Monday in February 
d. Good Friday (that is, Friday before Easter) 
e. Last Monday in May 
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X July 4th 
g. First Monday in September 
h. Second Monday in October 
i. November 11; . , ; > 
j . Fourth Thursday in November 
k. December 25 
In addition, any day appointed and recommended by the Governor pf Ohio or the 
President of the United States shall be observed as a holiday. 
For employees whose work week is Monday through Friday, when any of the aforesaid 
holidays fall on Saturday, the Friday immediatelypreceding shall be* observed as the; 
holiday, and when any of the aforesaid holidays falDon-Sunday, the Monday immediately 
succeeding shall be observed as the holiday, j.^a.-iiu;, .,u •=[••/.•.„. .a,.-' JX. 
When an employee works a schedule other than the Monday through Friday work week, 
said employee will have io^/oik the1sche(Mle/regardlesstrftl^hbli(ky,«if such services 
are necessary in the 'dperaiibh of me Turnpike, anidwill receive hfoliday pay in addition to 
being paid at the rata bf oiie'ild^rie-haif (1-T^2) times for the hours actually worked on 
the calendar holiday, or refcelv£-pay at the rate of one and t>ne-half(l«1^2J times the 
regular rate of pajr arid arradditiM&lday off to be taken within the succeeding twelve 
(12) months, as scheduling-will {Jermit. In the event-a tolLcollector is requtujed to work 
on a calendar holiday Which falls 'on the toll collectors regularly scheduled "R" day, said 
toll collector shall receive twtf and one-half (2-1/2) times the regular hourly rate for 
overtime hours worked- and said employee will*be entitled to»an additional day off to be 
taken within thesucceediwg twelve (12)'niontov as scheduling will permit. If the 
calendar holiday falls oft one^of said employee' scheduled days off, said employee will 
be entitled to an additional day 'off tobetaken within the succeeding twelve (12) calendar 
months of the day it is earned,' as scheduling will permit. Toll collectors will be 
permitted to use up to two (2) "H" days in conjunction'with scheduled vacation for both 
the first and second vacation periods, subject to the limits contained in Section 26.5. 
Custodians, instead of takirtg a day off as deterrrfir&d by their supervisor, rrMy have the 
day added to their vacation. ' -*,,l<' f"'' 
Requests for UW days will be answered within three (3) working days after they have 
been received. ,r^u^y 'x- ' . ' . " * : 
Requests for "H" dafi mUst'be made no more than thirty (30)*day§ or less ton forty-
eight (48) hours in advance. 
In the event a full-time employee is called out to work on a hpliday? the.employee shall 
receive, in addition to holiday pay, one and one-half (l-r/S)temeitne1,e*gular hourly rate 
for the first eight (8) hours worked which shall include one (1) hour fpr travel time. In no 
case shall the employee receive less than three (3) hours pay for call out time and one (1) 
hour travel time, all at one and one-half (1-1/2) times the regular ripurty rate. Should the 
employee work more than eight (8) hours on a Jjoliday^ including travel time, the hours in 
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excess of eight (8) hours between the hours of 12:01 a.m. and midnight on the holiday 
shall be paid at two and one-half (2-1/2) times the normal rate. 
If the call out is for snow and ice removal* the employee will not .be compelled to do 
-.-•••• work other than that related to snow and ice removal and will be allowed to leave when 
the storm or threat of a storm isover and the work related to snow and iceremoval is 
".*-.. completed.- - * -. ':- • • '., •.•',.'..•;.•,...•-
Anyone working on the holiday, other than those employees covered by Section 27.2 
shall have the option of either receiving holiday pay for the first eight (8) hours of paid 
time or adding those hours paid between 12:01 a.m. and midnight on the holiday up to a 
maximum of eight (8) hours to vacation leave with an equal reduction in the holiday pay. 
i/The election of receiving holiday pay or vacation leave in lieu of the holiday pay must be 
made at the time of clocking out-from the call out In no event shall an employee called 
out receive less than time and one-half (1-1/2) for up to the first eight (8) hours of pay. 
27.4 Holiday pay shall be equivalent to,the employee's normal compensation for an eight (8) 
-;• hourday. : -*•?••• ; ;•••- ,,- - •-<-- •*-•* •- .•••:•• ^,^ •- ,-•• ••<..• -
21.5 Under no circumstances will an employee receive holiday pay if the employee is on 
unpaid leave for any portion of the workday preceding or following the holiday. 
27.6 An employee receiving temporary total disability compensation as a result of an on-the-
job injury shall receive the difference between his/her holiday pay and the temporary 
total disability compensation, if any, in addition to the temporary total disability 
compensation. 
ARTICLE 2 8 - S ^ 
28.1 An employee accumulates sicic leave as follows: each full-time employee of the 
Commission shall be entitled to an initial sick leave credit of five (5) workdays to be 
charged against sick leave subsequently earned and shall be entitled to. earn sick leave at 
the rate of one (1) workday for each 138-2/3 hours of duty while in continuous service. 
In applying this rule, the employee shall be credited with eight (8) duty hours for each 
day of paid leave on which the employee would have worked except for such leave. 
Unused sick leave shall be cumulative from the day of the first employment by the 
,,,,.^pmmissiTin.,- ^ -. >:; •• i,-•..;,.._. —...:/ .-^{ ..•:<:••,.- ;,--.•••• 
28.2 The Commission shall provide a sickness and accident insurance plan for employees 
whjch shall pay 66-2/3% of an employee's regular hourly rate after fifteen (15) workdays 
of continuous absence up to a maximum of Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00) per week for 
jFwenty-six (26) weeks. Employees may, use sicj^  leave for the fir^tfifteen (15) workdays 
of absence or for any absence shorter than fifteen (15) workdays. .An employee shall 
have the option of using one-third.of a day of accumulated sick leave while the employee 
is using the sickness and accident benefit.; The employee will pot be subject to a second 
fifteen (15) workday waiting period if the absence is the result, of the same injury or 
illness and occurs within a twelye (12) month period of the first day of sickness and 
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accident benefits. However, the maximum benefit an employee will receive in any 
twelve (12) month period will be twenty-six (26) weeks. 
28.3 Leave with full pay because of sickness or because of death in the family may be granted 
to full-time employees of the Commission. Upon approval of the department head, an 
employee may use sick leave due to the employee's own illness, injury or exposure to 
contagious disease which might reasonably be expected to be communicated to other 
employees, or for limited absence due to emergency caused by illness of or injury to 
members of the employee's immediate family (which is interpreted to mean spouse living 
in the same household, parent(s) and dependent children), or for absence due to death in 
the employee's family as follows: ^ 
a. Employee shall be granted up to. five (5) workdays sick leave upon death of 
> father, mother, husband^ wife, son or daughter, 
b. Employee shall be granted up to three (3) workdays sick leave for death of 
grandparents, father-in-!aw,: mother-in-law, foster or step parent, brother, sister, 
son-in-law, daughter-in-law, brother-in-law, sister-in-law or grandchildren to 
attend the funeral. 
c. : Employee shall be granted additional workdays sick leave if considerable travel 
or other extenuating circumstances involved in attending funeral are deemed 
necessary by the department head: r 
d. Theobituary notice shall satisfy documentation requirements. 
28.4 Requests for sick leave must be supported by a medical certificate or other acceptable 
evidence in the following instances: " " -
a. Any grant of sick leave of three (3) or more Consecutive workdays. 
b. Pattern absenteefsni. ^ ; y^ 
' c. ':~ ': S^ uspecteci abuses of sick leave:; V - K - ^ ;-,-;-:q.i.,;. 
Such certificate need only state the employee lias been under^he physician's care and 
was unable to work, or the employee was required to care for an immediate family 
member. In addition, it must set forth the date the employee is able to return to work. 
28.5 When an employee is absent for more than threes (3) workdays as a result of illness or 
injury, the department head may require a ^ medical examination by k doctor" designated by 
the Commission before the employee may return to work: Providing the employee 
complies with the notification requirements of the following paragraph arid tlie 
Commissiori doctor confirms the employee's ability to return to regular work, the 
employee shall return to work and shall be paid for the days missed between the date the 
employee would have returned to work, but for scheduling of an examination by a 
Commission doctor and the time of the Commission doctor' s approval of return to work. 
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28.6 It shall be the responsibility of the employee to determine from their doctor, as far in 
advance as possible, ^ he date on which the doctor anticipates the employee will be able to 
return to work, or the date which may be scheduled for a final medical examination, by 
the employee's doctor, prior to the employee's return to work, and to notify the 
supervisor of this anticipated date so the Commission may schedule the medical 
examination with a minimum loss of time. Should the employee have prior notice of the 
aforementioned anticipated date of return to work, or of final medical examination and 
fail to'make timely notification to their supervisor, the payment provided in the preceding 
' paragraph shall not apiply. 
28.7 When an employee is absent for a period of seven (7) workdays or more on account of 
illness or injury (regardless of whether such illness or injury is or is not covered by 
''Workers' compensation or sick leave), the department head may require the employee to 
Submit evidence of inability to return to work arid may require an examination by a 
doctor designated by the Commission. ' i* 
28.8 Any conflicts in diaghosis between the Commission's doctor and the employee's doctor 
shall be referred to an impartial doctor. The impartial doctor shall be mutually selected 
: m; by theConMission aiid the Union. Exam costs of the impartial doctor shall be paid for 
' by meComrriissipri/ The decision of the impartial doctor shall be final- and binding on 
bouiparties. ; l^' "\ •••••••••"•' •••" •>> •• '- > ; • • •••' '•• -• 
28.9 Medical examinations required by the Commission shall be paid for by the Commission. 
In case of a required visit to the Commission's doctor pursuant to Sections 28.6 and 28.8, 
the employee shall be paid mileage from home to the doctor's office and return at the rate 
specified in Section 17.1 upon submission of a standard expense voucher. 
28.10 Medical examinations required pursuant to this Section or required as a condition of or in 
employment shall not be used other than to determine the employee's physical/mental 
' conditroli or iaContribute to the health and well-being of the employee. 
28.11 An employee is not deemed to be' on sick leave on a day which is observed as a holiday. 
28.12 ^  Employees!will not be eligible a5 use sick leave for, any day on which an employee fails 
to report off until after the employee's starting time. When that occurs, the employee 
, will be charged with a tardy and will be docked for any time not worked on that day. 
•28d3; Emp!9ye,es|in>^e maintenance department may use the answering machine in each 
maintenance building to report off. 
Once an employee, .calls in to report off..sick to a^answering maehineor custodian, the 
, ., employee will not need to call back to report thev,sickness to the supervisor, 
28.14 An employee who shall receive or be entitled to Ohio Workers' Compensation with 
respectto any portion of sick leave, shall receive such leave in accordance with the 
provisions of Article 23, "Workers' Compensation and Unemployment Insurance." 
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15 Each department head shall administer sick leave within the department equitably, but 
with diligent regard for the fact that the Commission grants such leaves only to ease 
hardship and not as part of the earnings of employment to which an employee is entitled 
as a matter of right as the employee is to vacations., Sick leave is not to be granted, 
except when an employee is unable to work because of illness or accident or in cases of 
sickness or death in the employee's family, as set forth elsewhere in this Section. 
16 Any sick leave earned during the calendar year, but unused by December 31, may either 
be accumulated to a total of one hundred fifty (150) days pr cashed in at fifty percent 
(50%) of the employee's regular hourly rate. When sick leave is used, it will be charged 
against the employee's accumulation on the .basis of last earned, first used. Nothing in 
this provision will be considered .to eliminate sick leave earned prior to May 13,1992, 
except as used by the employee. The one hundred fifty (15t)) days' accumulation 
provided for in this section will be in addition to, any .accumulation earned prior to 
May 13, 1992 and unused thereafter.
 f; 
17 For an employee whohas had at least five (5) years, of employment with the Commission, 
at the end of any calendar year, the emplpyee may elect to cash in any portion of the 
unused sick leave accumulate4 since May 13,1992. In addition, such employee may 
cash in unused sick leave^cumulate^i prior to May 13,199^2, up to a maximum often 
percent (10%) of the total unused accumulated sick leave available at May 13* 1992. The 
rate at which such sick leave may be cashed is fifty percent (50%) of the employee's 
regular hourly rate. :; f ^ 
18 An employee separating employment with the Commission that has unused accumulated 
sick leave earned prior toMay>13^{l?92 and Is separating employment under 
circumstances other than for disciplinary reasons, is entitled to receive payment for such 
sick leave as follows i ^j,-,,,-, •,• • > ' . ^r.;,:%i» , - • • :-:y>-- ,; •...•-
Over 5 years, but less than. JO years
 ;;. u 50% pf total accrued, but unused sick leave 
Over 10 years,, but less tlian 15 years
 ; 6Q%, of total? accrued, but unused sick leave 
Over 15 years; but less than 20 years »V- =70% of total accrued !9 but unused sick leave 
Over 20 years, but less than 25 yearsb .••••* H ••.-80%. of total accrued, :but unused sick leave 
Over 25 years " • '"'•• '"•••* - SWu'oitotal accru^d^but unused'siclc feave 
An employee retiring from the Commission that has accumulated unused sick leave 
earned on or after May 13, 1992;arid is separating employment with thd Commission, 
shall be eligible to receive payment for fifty percent (50%) of unused accumulated sick 
leave only if all of the following conditions are met: 
• The employee must have over five (5) years of service as a regular, full-time 
employee of the Commission on or before the date of separation. 
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The employee is retiring under the Public Employees Retirement System. 
The Commission has received approval of the retirement from the Public 
Employees Retirement System on or before the date of separation. 
Payment will be computed using the employee's wage or salary rate in effect on the date 
of separation. 
28.19 In the event an employee dies on a date when said employee would have qualified for 
such payment, the payment that said employee would have received had said employee 
retired or terminatedin good standing on the date of death shall be paid to the employee's 
surviving spouse, if any, and if not, to said employee's estate. 
ARTICLE 29 - PERSONAL LEAVE (FULL-TIME) 
29.1 Employees having one (1) or more years of employment shall be entitled to two (2) days 
of personal leave off per calendar year. Personal leave shall be charged against sick 
- leave.--.'" v"!; '" "\ " ' "" "Vl ' '':",:" '"' 
29^ 2 Employees shall provide twenty-four (24) hours notice of intent to use personal leave in 
maintenance and seventy-two (72) hours iri toll. In emergency situations, requests may 
- beTgranted with a shorter notice, r L ; ; 
; ' ; i - " y ~ • . \ • , • " ' •'• • ' , ' ' V . . . • ' • ' - " ' • • " • • ' • • • • • ' ' • ••••' •' • • ' ' • • • 
29.3 Personal leave shall not be accumulated,... ...,;. 
29.4 Requests for the use of personal leave shall not be **nreasonably denied. 
ARTICLE 30 - HOSPITALIZATIONS,SURGICALAND MAJOR MEDICAL 
BENEFITS AND DENTAL AND VISION CARE COVERAGE (FULL-TIME) 
30.1
 : • All regular full-time employees of the Commission receive, effective the first day of the 
month following completion of thirty, (30) days of active service, hospitalization, surgical 
and major medical, dental and vision care insurance benefits. 
30.2 These benefits are furnished to specified dependents ofan employee ?,s well* and the 
entire coverage is without cost to the employee, except those employees who begin 
coverage after the execution date of this Agreement shall be responsible for payment, by 
payroll deduction* of ten percent (10%) of the premium;--not to exceed Seventy-Five 
Dollars ($75.00) per rrionth for single coverage and One Hundred Fifty Dollars ($150.00) 
per month for family coverage. This exception will not apply to individuals who are 
n
 employed by the Commission^ on me-date? of execution, but have yet to complete thirty 
(30) days of active employment, provided they elect coverage as soon as they become 
;{
 eligible. " ' ' "' ;'""/. " . ~""\ . ' / 
30:3 ! The details of the coverage are explained in a booklet entitled "Ohio Turnpike 
Commission Employee Benefit Plan." The coverage shall include cost containment 
provisions and will provide open panel PPO coverage with a comprehensive deductible. 
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30.4 Employees eligible for health insurance who decide to opt for no coverage shall be paid 
Seventy-Five Dollars ($75.00) per month. This option is available for any employee who 
provides proof of insurance from an alternate source, 
30.5 The Commission will establish a cafeteria plan under Internal Revenue Code ("IRC") 
Section 125, which is intended to permit employees to elect to be eligible for the cash 
payment of Seventy-Five Dollars ($75.00) if the employee does not elect the coverage. 
The terms of the cafeteria plan shall be determined by the Commission, and the 
Commission shall be permitted to interpret and operate it as the Commission shall deem 
necessary for compliance with IRC Section 125 and applicable regulations (including 
proposed regulations) arid rulings thereunder. To the extent required for compliance with 
IRC Section 125, the Commission may also provide for restrictions on the timing of the 
benefit elections of employees and dependents under the health insurance plan. 
ARTICLE 31 - GROUP LIFE AND ACCIDMTAL DEATH AND 
.-•:,.,• ,:WS3^PMBER3WNTINSURANCE , , . 
31.1 Each full-time employee is entitled to participate in the group life insurance program 
provided by the Commission at no cost to the employee. All that is necessary is the 
submission of an application on forms provided. The insurance furnishedis more fully 
described in the booklet entitled "Ohio Turnpike Commission Employee Benefit Plan," 
and amounts vary from Eighteen Thousand Dollars ($18,000.00) up, depending upon the 
earnings of the participating employee. A double indemnity feature is included for 
accidental deaths. Hence, an employee having Eighteen Thousand Dollars ($18,00000) 
of life insurance has Thirty-Six Thousand Dollars ($36,000.00) of coverage for accidental 
death as described in the policy, in addition, benefits are^  provided for dismemberment, 
and, in the event the employee becomes totally and permanently disabled before age sixty 
(60), the insurance remains in effect, ev£h thougtfthe Mai disability necessitates 
termination of employment. ^ a 
31.2 The insurance provided is not affected by workers' compensation and is in addition to 
anything payable because of an on-the-job injury. , , -
31.3 This policy is available without medical examination, and in the event an employee 
leaves employment with the Commission, he/she may convertthe policy, of any portion 
thereof, without medical examination. ^ , * ^ : ; 
31.4 The details of this coverage are fully set forth in the booklet previously referred to, and 
this booklet should be carefully studied by every employee. , •/. ,/ ; i 
,. ARTICLE 32 r P l t o 
32.1 By statute, enacted by the General Assembly of Ohio, all employees, including part-time 
employees, of the Commission quality and therefor automatically become members of 
the Public Employees Retirement System of Ohio. Under the provisions of this law, the 
Commission must pay into the Retirement System an amount deternu'ned by the 




required in order to insure the liberal monthly benefits that are. guaranteed to each 
employee upon retirement. Currently, the Commission is required to deduct 8-1/2% from 
the employee's earnings and contribute an additional 13.31% of the total amount earned 
by member employees which are paid'int© the fund. 
32.2 The benefits and operation of this Public Employees Retirement System are more fully 
set forth and explained in detail in "A Handbook for Members," published by the Public 
Employees Retirement System. Space does not here permit us to set forth the operation 
of this plan in detail. 
32.3 PERS Salary Reduction Pick-Up. In accordance with the requirements of Section 
414(h)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code (the "Code") and regulations and rulings 
thereunder, the Commission shall "pick-up" the employee contributions that are required 
to be deducted from the earnable salary or'wages of employees who are covered by this 
Agreement and are members of the Public Employees Retirement System ("PERS"). 
Such pick-up shall not alter the amount of brchafkcter 6f cohMoutions that are required 
to be made to PERS by the Commission and by PERS covered employees pursuant to 
Chapter 145 of the Ohio Revised Code; shall, to the extent permitted by the Code, be 
treated as excludable from the salary, wages or earnings of the covered employees for 
any other part of this Agreement. The Comltnission shall rdport to the Internal ^ Revenue 
Service, the State of Ohio, and any other taxing atrmorify as it is required tos do so by law 
or regulation. ' «---u; 
ARTICLE 33 - UNIFORMS (BOTH) 
33.1 Uniforms for toll operations and maintenance' personnel will be furnished by and remain 
the property of the Commission. Uniforms shall be siz:ed and appropriate to the gender of 
the wearer. Uniforms shall be worn at all times1 when employees are on duty^ The cost of 
all uniform items and the cost of maintaining and cleaning of uniform items shall be 
borne by the Commission. 
33.2 There will be two (2) different types of uniforms provided for toll operations personnel, 
one (1) for winter and one t l j for summer. Toll collectors may wear shorts as part of the 
summer uniform. Toll collectors mav request to substitute one (1) or more pair of 
frousersjwith shorts. _ J ' ? 
33.3 Work gloves will be furnished to maintenance employees with the! cost to be borne by the 
Commission.. 
33.4 •'Thetfommissibn^h^ : ••''*' 
3 3.5 Within six (6) months of execution of this collective bargaining agreement, a Uniform 
Committee comprised of three (3) representatives from the Commission and three (3) 
representatives bf the Unidn shall meet to discuss all issues pertaining to uniforms. 
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ART1CLE 34 - HOURS OF WORK (MAINTENANCE) (FULL-TIME) 
34.1 The wdrk week shall begin at 12:01 a.m. on Sunday and end at 12:00 midnight on the 
following Saturday. It is agreed that the Commission is permitted to start the 11:00 p.m. 
Saturday shifts. 
34.2i Employees who are scheduled to work In a given week and are available for work shall 
be guaranteed forty (40) hours of work for that week. 
34.3 The normal working hours, except for custodians, mechanics and clerical personnel, shall 
be as follows:
 r : ... « 
a. 7:0Qa<mf to 3:00 p.m. —from May 1 through September 15 
b. 8;Q0 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. — from September 16 through April 30 
The creation of sprits, other than described above, such as for emergencies may be 
ailpwed^as, long as such change is nof being made to limit the overtime opportunities of 
the affected employees..
 : -
34.4 Lunch and Break Perio4snr4H ewiployees in the Maintenance Department jshall be 
entitled to a thirty (30) minute pai^ d lunch period and two (2) ten (id) minute break 
periods, one in the first four (4) hours of the shift and the other in the second four (4) 
hours. 
34.5 Wash Up Time. Employees handling herbicides or other toxic materials shall be 
provided; adequate time to wash up before t^heir lunch period. 
34.6 The work schedule of Maintenance employees shall be posted two (2) weeks prior to its 
inauguration and once posted no employees' schedule shall be changed without the 
consent of the employee. 
34.7 Employees who report to work as scheduled and are then informed that they are not 
needed shall receive their full days' pay at regular fate. 
34.8 The work week of custodians shall be five (5) consecutive days worked, followed by two 
consecutive days off in accordance with a preestablished schedule, eight (8) hours per 
day, forty (40) hours per week. . , «;•:.*• 
The normal working hours for custodians will be from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.', 4:00 p.m. 
to midnight and midnight to 8:00 a.m., September 16 through April 30; and from 
7:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m., 3:00 p.m. to 11:00p.m. and 11:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m., May 1 
through September 15, with an allowance of thirty (30), minutes for lunch each day. 
34.9 The oormal working hours (except for custodians) shall be eight (8) hours per day, 
Monday through Friday, followed by two (2) consecutive days off, forty (40) hours per 
week, with an allowance of thirty (30) minutes for lunch each day, which shall not be 
interrupted, except, if necessary, because of an emergency. 
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The normal working hours (i.e.; start timo) of mechanics and clerical personnel may be 
varied to meet the reasonable operational needs of the Commission. 
34.10 The limch period will be ananged by the supervisor between the fourth and sixth hours of 
work, except in the event of an emergency, making this impractical, in which case, the 
supervisor will rearrange the lunch period as required by the emergency. An employee 
working alone'will obtain permission from the immediate supervisor before taking a early 
or late lunch break. 
34.11 Snow and Ice Schedule. 
a. During the snow season, October 16 through April 15, there shall be established 
two crews for section roadway personnel and section mechanics assigned to snow 
and ice.: 
b. The schedule for the snow arid ice season when the Commission declares Snow 
and Ice'Schedule (October 16 - April 15) shall be noon to midnight (Crew A) and 
'• midnight to noon (Crew B). Unless snow and ice is declared, the schedules shall 
be 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. =
 :- > 
!' c; " No crew shallberequiredto report earlier than tlieir nc^ on or midnight starting 
!
 tirriesiit caSes ^ vvhere Show and Ice Schedule lias been declared. 
d. Four weeks prior to the start of the snow arid ice season, employees shall select, 
by seniority, their scheduled shift and shall remain on that shift until January 15. 
\. THQ employees shall select, by seniority, tneir schedule shift for January 16-
April 15 by December 15. The implementation of the January 16- April 15 
scheduled shift shall be effective January 16, or the first day thereafter in which 
snqw and iceis not ia force. Jt is understood that an employee cannot exercise 
.-•-.' seniority for thisbid, unless qualified.
 >t .,._,. 
e. In any week in which the Commission declares snow and ice, the Roadway B 
crew shall remain at the snow and ice starting times, for the rest of the week. 
When the threat of a storm is. over, the Roadway A qrew shall return to normal 
start times and division and sign shop shall return to their assigned positions and 
starttimes.
 ; r .» . ^ r 
f. The Commission shall give notice of implemerting the snow and ice schedule by 
4:00 p.m. whenever possible. On me first day in any week w^ich Snow and Ice is 
declared, Crew A shall end their shift at noon and return; to work at 4:00 p.m. and 
work from 4:00 p.m. to midnight and ^ hallreceive one (i) hour paid travel time if 
the employee returns to work at 4:00 p.nv 
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ARTICLE 35 - OVERTIME (MAINTENANCE) (FULL-TIME) 
35.1 All employees shall be entitled to receive one and one-half (1-1/2) times their regular 
hourly rate of pay for all hours worked in excess of eight (8) hours in any, workday or 
•forty (40) hours ina work week.: .„ . /^-„M;- ..-•>,,,. ^ . 
\ 35.2 Overtime; work must be at the direction of arkl approved in advance by the employee's 
immediate supervisor. 
35.3 If the work week of a maintenance employee who is regularly scheduled to work Monday 
through Friday is temporarily rescheduled to include Saturday and Sunday, the Saturdays 
and Sundays will be at overtime pay*; * > .,
 tvVt'.. , 
35.4 When overtime work results in continuous service past midnight (11:00 p.m., May 1 
through September 15), the hours worked after midnight (11:00 p.m., May 1 through 
September 15) will be considered as part of the previous workday. When an employee is 
requested to work overtime hours in addition to, r*egu)a4yi scheduled hours for a given 
day, the employee shall wprfc all of the employe'^scheduled hours on both that day and 
the day after, in addition to the overtime hours.
 ri » ; 
35.5 In the event an employee, is Required to work through his paid lunch period and/or break 
period(s), and said periods, ar^unabie to be scheduled In accordance with Section 34.10, 
the employee shall be compensated at the rate of one and one-half (1-1/2) times their 
regular hourly wage for thef lost lunch arjd/or break. 
35.6 Qyertime work being pararnount of importance in the operation and maintenance of the 
Turnpike, all emplovees shall work,a reasonable amount of overtime when required to do 
so by their supervisors. V 
35.7 When overtime work is required, the overtime shall be divided as equally as practicable, 
without interfering with operations, aniorigthe^employees at each Toll Plaza and each 
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(xvi) Division Vehicle and Equipment Services/Roadway 
35.8 For this purpose,"an overtime roster shall be kept and shall be posted in a conspicuous 
location at each maintenance building. The roster shall remain posted until a revised 
'>•• roster is substituted at the end of each pay period. An effort will be made to equalize 
overtime in each maintenance building on a daily basis unofficially. When snow and ice 
f
 < has been declared and the crew has been subdivided* overtime will be equalized 
unofficially within the respective subdivided unit until such time that the crew is 
combined. This roster shall contain a daily distribution of overtime and show the 
distribution of overtime during each quarter. Equalization of overtime shall carry over 
from one quarter to the next, including from the fourth quarter to the first quarter of the 
following year, on a net basis. All overtime offered to and refused by an eligible 
employee will be shown dn the roster as overtime, offered and will be charged against the 
employee as overtime worked for thepurpose of computation. ; 
Overtime charged to an employee shall be: 
(a) AH overtime .worked by an employee.; ; / . 
(b) _* Instances of scheduled overtime assigned to but not performed by an 
employee. 
(c) Instances when an attempt was made to have an employee perform 
nonscheduled overtime work, and the employee refused to accept the 
nonscheduled overtime, or where a telephone call was placed to the 
MU
 telephone number provided by the employee, with no response, or a 
message was-delivefdd to the person answering the phone or to an 
answering machine, advising of the nonscheduled overtime work. 
(d) Instances in whkh the employee wouldhave been offered overtime, but 
was not because of absence of the employee for any reason. . 
(e) Anew employee shall be credited with an amountof overtime hours equal 
5
 4-: ?? to that ofiheerflployee with the highest number of hours on the 
equalization list Vvithin his/lief work unit, as listed iu Section 35.7, at the 
-i- instailatki^and be treated equally £om that point on. U: 
35,9 a. Two (2) separate crews for overtime purposes for maintenance division personnel, 
except as noted in subsection (c) below, shall be established and, except in cases 
of etogencyyihe crews will be subject to being caUed out for overtime during 
alternate two week periods; except that during the first two week period in May 
-•'•" "shall be f6ny week alternating periods. u ? '•"•'- <— •-:-• 
b. Two (2) separate crews for section roadway, section mechanics and sign shop 
personnel will be established during the period April 16 through October 15 for 
• overtinie purposes. The two (2) crews will alternate overtime responsibility for 
call outs and call backs for two (2) week periods, except that during the first two 
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(2) week period shall be one (1) week alternating periods Ordinarily, the off 
crew will not be required to work more than two (2) hours beyond he end of the 
shift for the completion of assigned work. The crew that does not have overtime 
responsibility for call outs and call backs will only be subject to call out or call 
back when there are insufficient employees available to perform the work or when 
required by an emergency. Section roadway personnel on the crew that does not 
have overtime responsibility will not be charged with unavailability for overtime. 
c. During the snow season (October 16 through April 15), two (2) crews will be 
established for division personnel assigned to s&ow and ice and sign shop 
personnel, which will alternate noon to midnight coverage for overtime and 
midnight to noon coverage for overtime over two (2) week periods*, If overtime 
starts during one time period, the crew that starts the project may be required to 
complete the project, even if it laps over into the time period of the other crew. 
Ordinarily, the time lapping over into the time period of the other crew will not 
exceed two (2)hours. ^; = 
d. The change from one (1) crew's call out period ftf the other crew's cail out period 
shall occur at the end of the regular shift on Friday, unless Friday is a holiday, in 
whichxase* it shsMWm the end of the regular shift on the previous day. 
35.10 Ten (10) pagers, or at a minimum one (1) pager for each crew member on call, shall be 
paid for and maintained by the Commission and will be provided for each maintenance 
building. ^ 
35.11 The press of work, or, on occasion, emergencies necessitate that employees be available 
for overtime work, in some cases on short sctice. Notice of the possibility of overtime 
should be given as early in the shift as possible, Whenever practicable, notice of 
emergency overtime requirements will be given prior to the end of the shifts, and, if 
possible, notice of non-emergency overtime shall be given not later than the conclusion 
of the lunch break, 
35*12 A ten (.!0) minute break period shall be provided for each two;(2) hours of overtime 
worked. When practicable, the break period shall be taken at the beginning of the 
overtime pieriod and repeated at the beginning of each si^ cces i^^ e two (2) hour period, 
unless otherwise instructed. Employees working overtime hours shall also be entitled to 
an additional one-half (1/2) hour paid lunch if the overtime hours exceeds five (5) hours 
OF more; • s.iv:;. • • ' ':.. .••• -? v - - ; ,;uv'.-v • • ..-- ••••?:;• ( D ••.'•.• ' 
35.13 In the event it is not practicable, the supervisor shall arrange the bfeak .period during the 
two (2) hour period, but if a two (2) fomx period is worked and no break provided, 
payment as overtime shall be made for the break not taken, If,the work period is less 
than two (2) hours, the employee shall not be entitled to another break period. 
35.14 Unless approved or excused by supervisory personnel for good cause, refusal of or 
unavailability for overtime work shall be deemed sufficient cause, for disciplinary action, 
including dismissal. ...;.-..*.- -
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The disciplinary action taken will be determined by taking into consideration the reasons 
for the refusal to perform overtime and, if the employee is unavailable because of prior 
commitment, such as a doctor or dentist appointment, no disciplinary action will be 
taken. 
35.15 If a full-time employee who is ordered to report for work on any day other than a normal 
• > < or a scheduled workday and other than a holiday and does report, the employee shall 
receive one (1) hour travel time and shall receive not less than three (3) hours pay for the 
call out. All hours credited to the employee, including travel time, shall be at one and 
one-half (1 -112) times the regular hourly rate. If the call out is f 3r snaw and ice removal, 
the employee will not be compelled to do work other than that related to. snow and ice 
removal or for an emergency and will be allowed to leave when the storm or threat of a 
storm or emergency is over and the work related to snow and ice removal is completed. 
35.16 A full-time maintenance employee who is released after having completed his/her normal 
workday and then is called back to work, shall receive one (1) hour travel time, in 
addition to three (3) hours minimum call out time. All hours credited to the employee, 
including travel time, shall be at the overtime rate or one and one-half (1-1/2) times the 
normal rate. 
35.17 Time Changes. In those instances involving change of time from Eastern Standard to 
Eastern Daylight Tta? and vice versa, payment will be made in accordance with the 
following: . , ,. 
a. Where the change in time results in hours worked beyond eight (8) hours, the 
employee will be paid for all such hoursi-worked in excess of eight (8) hoursatthe 
•rate of one and one-half (1-1^^ All such hours of 
work shall be computed in calculating the right to overtime pay. 
b. Where the change in time results in hours worked that are less than eight (8) hours, 
naioss of pay will result. However, tor the purpose ofcalculatihg overtime pay, 
' only the hours of acttiaT work will be considered. 
ARTICLE 36 - GENERAL WORKING COK^riTONS (MAINTENANCE) (FULL-TIME) 
36.1 The GommissidnQsiiall niake a reasonable effort to permit dl work assignments in 
Maintenance to beawarded by seniority. In the eve&t previously bid work assignments 
cannot be performed because of weather, equipment breakdown cr other unforeseen 
' * > conditions, the affected employees may be reassigned. 
36.2 The Commission shalL make every reasonable effort to train all newly appointed or 
transferred Maintenance employees on the operation of snow and ice equipment. 
36.3 Water and Rest Room Facilities. Safe chilled drinking water shall be provided to all 
employees. Employees shall have access to a port-a-john when working at a location 
; away from their maintenance building, or if rest room facilities are not available, the 
Commission shall provide transportation to a rest room upon .request of the employee. 
-36-
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ARTICLE 37 - HOURS OF WORK (TOLL) (FULL-TIME) 
37.1 The work week shall begin at 11:01 p.m. on Saturday and end at 11:0G p.m. on the 
following Saturday. 
37.2 ! Employees who are scheduled to work in a given week and'are available for work shall 
be guaranteed forty (40) hours of work for that week, • . *. ..•*•• -. 
37.3 The normal work shift shall consist of eight (8) consecutive hours in a pre-established 
' work schedule consisting of five (5) days- during the work week,; • o ?
 ; 
37.4 The normal working hours shall be as follows:, pgst shift shall commence between 
11:00 p.m. and 12:00 a.m.; Second shift shall commence between 6:00 a.m. and 
8:00 am,; Third shift shall commence between 2:00p.m, and4:<€M),p.m. Starting times 
shall be set within the established abdverreferenced.windows* butjwith respect to 
employees ton fixed schedules, once set, the starting time cannot be altered puipr to the 
rebid of the entire schedule. ? h. 
37.5 The work schedule of full-time toll collectors shall be posted fourteen (14) days prior to 
its inauguration at each toll installation,:and once posted, no employee's schedule shall be 
changed without the consent of the employee. To the extent possible, all lane 
assignments shall be rotated equitably on a daily basis. \ a 
37.6 a. Schedules at each toll installation shall reflect fixedhoursi Ojfwork. At least 
twenty-five percent. (2594), of Ihe scheduled lines, but no* less than two (2) lines, 
- at each installation shall provide atfieasft two. (2) weekends or portion of a 
weekend off duringithe twentyhejght (2$)>day schedule! (A weekend day is 
defined as Friday, Saturday, Sunday and for first shift only, Monday.) 
,._ b, Toll collectors^^tieach interchange wil|lbe; given the opportune to bid on their 
preferred schedule basedjUpqrj trieir seniority. The exact starting times shall be 
available for review before bidding on the schedule begins. The periods to be bid 
; •. i will be frQm.t^Q Irst twenty^eighj: (28)4^^hedule begiiming in January until 
the end of the first twenty-eight (28) day schedule ending in January the 
succeeding year. Bidding will noianally be made approximately eighj;. (8) weeks 
prior to the start of Jhe, schedule andshall be ported by Novemberil, $$*each year. 
- I n the event 4 schedule Mrebid under paragraph (e),. after. September l^a new 
schedule shall not be bid; for the upcoming year. When bidding j@n preferred 
schedules, toll collectors at the interchange will bid on all openings based on 
seniority. '• Bidding will -continue until all available lines hava been taken. 
c. Collectors shall bid on schedules within the next scheduled work shift after 
notification of their turn to select.1 ' •-> ; ' ? =
 ;> 5^ • i , H - « ,..-• 
d. After bidding on the preferred schedule has taken place, any openings will be 
• filled effective at the beginning of The next twenty-eight (28) day schedule by 
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bidding at the location, and any vacancy thereafter will be filled either by an 
employee bid or by a new hire. 
e. If there is a change in a schedule at an interchange, the schedule will be rebid. 
37.7 Ten (10) minute paid rest periods per half shift and a thirty (30) minute paid meal period 
per shift will be provided, subject to the following: 
a. Toll collectors may take rest and meal periods at such times as are assigned by 
theirsupervisor, with due consideration of the necessity for processing traffic 
without undue delay at any time. 
bl Toll collectors shall iiot leave the premises during the meal period. The meal 
period may be interrupted due to increased interchange traffic, and collectors are 
subject40 call in order to maintain a smooth traffic flow*. 
c. If the meal break or rest break cannot be provided, employees* shall be 
compensated at one and one-half (1 -1/2) times their regularrateyof pay for said 
time. Employee breaks begin once the employee enters the tollbuilding. 
37.8 No more than thirty-four percent (34%) of all lines Turnpike wide may be rotational 
pursuantto Side Letter A. :h ' ' • > •' 
37.9 Beginning with the schedule effeetive in January 2004, toM collectors shall be entitled to 
two (2) weekends off in each twenty-eight (28) day schedule. At least one (1) weekend 
shall be a Saturday and Sunday. One (I) weekend may be a Friday and Saturday. For 
first shift only, one (!) weekend may b£"a Sunday and Monday. 
37.10 Any employee called in to report to work on any day other than their regular scheduled 
day shall receive one (1) hour travel time and noHess than three (3) hours pay for the call 
out, all such hours paid at the rate 6f one and one-half (1-1/2) times their regular rate of 
: • • -pay.- • • • - • ' • • - • ^-y- l ' • • ; - • '."'' .•>••..--.••,••=..- ; ^ - . ^ 
ARTICLE 38 - OVERTIME (TOLL) (BOTH) 
38.1 All toll collectors shall be paid time and one-half (1-1/2) times for all hours worked past 
eight (8) hours in a day or forty (40) hours in a week, .
 ;  
38.2 Overtime assignments in the Toll Operations Department shall be given to full-time 
employees over part-time employees insofar as practicable. Full-time toll collectors shall 
be offered the opportunity of overtime, if available, at the beginning or end of their shifts 
at their respective installations, rather than to call part-time employees, provided that the 
overtime in this manner is not on a regular basis and is for but a few hours into the 
preceding or succeeding shifts. 
38.3 For full-time collectors, there shall be prepared in each toll installation a "By Pass List" 
to be posted on the first day of March, June, September and December in each 
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installation upon which the employee shall enroll for the purpose of being skipped when 
certain assignments are made. The list shall be broken down into two (2) categories of 
overtime which arise: 
a. Call-backs after employees have been released; and 
b. Day off or weekend assignments. 
These two categories are to be cpnsidered independent of each other. An employee may 
renew or withdraw his or her name from either or both of these categories during the first 
week of January, the first week of April, the first week of July and the first week of 
October for any year. Employees so enrolled will not be asked to work or be assigned 
such overtime for as long as their names remain; enrolled unless all available eligible 
employees capable of performing such work without undue hardship are insufficient in 
number to meet the Commission's need, in which case the Commission shall require 
these individuals to work. The employees who sign the By Pass List shall be ineligible 
for the equalization of overtime work. However, such employees are required to work 
when the Toll Plaza Supervisor has determined that an emergency exists and any 
aforesaid employees who leave work or fails to report to work when so requested by the 
Toll Plaza Supervisor or any Assistant Toll Plaza Supervisor shall be subject to 
disciplinary; action, including termination. A new employee made a full-time employee 
or an employee withdrawing his or her name from the By.Pass List shall jbe credited with 
an amount of overtime hours equal to that of the employee with the highest number of 
hours on the equalization list at the installation and be treated equally from that point on. 
Time Changes, In those instances involving change of time from Eastern Standard to 
Eastern Daylight Time and vice versa, payment will be made in accordance with the 
following: 
a. Where the change in time results in, hours worked beyond eight (8) hours, the 
employee will be paid ..far. all such hours worked in excess of eight (8) hours at the 
rate of one and one-half (1-1/2) times the regular hourly rate. All such hours of 
work shall be computed in calculating the right to overtime pay. 
* » - - - - b . 
b. Where the change in time results in hours worked that are less than eight (8) 
hours, no loss >of pay will result. However, for ihe purpose of calculating 
overtime pay, only the hours of actual work will be considered, 
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ARTICLE 39 - GENERAL WORKING CONDITIONS (TOLL) (BOTH) 
39.1 Employees shall have the right to sit when not conducting lane duties in the toll booths. 
39.2 Each toll booth shall be equipped with anti-stress fatigue mats. 
39.3 Upon request from the Union, the Commission shall review any particular problems 
raised with respect to staffing at the Labor/Management Relations Committee. 
ARTICLE 40 - HOURS OF WORK (TOLL) (PART-TIME) 
40.1 Scheduled Work. Part-time toll collectors are scheduled fo work oil an as needed basis. 
The part-time schedule will be posted two (2) weeks in advance. Scheduled time for 
part-time toll collectors shall be based upon seniority, and the collectors will have an 
opportunity to bid on the posted schedule. The bid is the expressed availability for the 
scheduled time. Part-jtirne toll collectors wijl normally be given twenty-four (24) hours 
notice if scheduled time is cancelled." If a part-time tollcollector reports to work on any 
; scheduled workday, and that work is subsequently cancelled, the part-timer will be 
assigned duty for a minimum of four (4) hours and paid for such time. 
40.2 Call Out Lists. There shall be two (2) lists of part-time toll collectors for call out. One 
list will be for weekends and holidays, and the second list shall be for remaining 
weekdays. Part-time toll collectors must sign at least brie of the call out lists. 
Opportunities tg change from one list to the other or.to.be removed .from a list will be 
provided once every three (3) months. Part-time collectors may be added to a list at any 
time. 
40.3 Call Out Work* When the Commission determines call out work is available for part-
time toll collectors, the part-time toll collectors will be called from the applicable call out 
list(s) on a rotation based on seniority. If a part-time collector is unavailable, fails to 
»••«: answer a call, works, or cancels accepted call out hours, it will be considere4 a turn on 
, the;rpt$tion. If an employee is unable to perform the callout work because the employee 
; is already scheduled to work on that day or has responded to, a,prior call out for the same 
day, it will not be considered a turn on the rotation, and the employee will not be eligible 
for a call out on that day. Nothing in this Article precludes the Commission from calling 
part-time collectors who are not on a particular call out list after all on that list have been 
callect for a part-time toll cpllectpricaU out ^
 ;;; 7 : .... h. 
40.4 Excuse From Work. An employee may request being excused from scheduled work or 
r call out work if, absent an emergency situation^-at least three (3), weeks in.advance a . 
written request is given to the Toll Plaza Supervisor where the work is scheduled and 
there are available collectors to fill the needs of the Commission. When excused, it will 
; count as the part-time collector' s turn for, either call out or scheduling. No, more than 
four (4) such requests, for a total>f sixty (60) days, may be made by a part-time toll 
collector in a calendar year. No more than twenty percent (20%) or a minimum of two 
-(2) of the part-time toll collectors at any installation may be excused from work at the 
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same time. Part-time toil collectors absent for three (3) consecutive months shall be 
terminated. 
40.5 Cancellation of Accepted Work. The cancellation of scheduled or accepted call out 
hours shall result in the following action: 
4 Cancellations in a 12-month period: . Supervisory Counseling 
6 Cancellations in a 12-month period: Verbal Reprimand 
8 Cancellations in a 12-month period: Written Reprimand 
10 Cancellations in a 12-month period: Termination 
For the purposes of this section, a twelve (12) month period shall be defined as a rolling 
twelve (12) month period,.; 
40.6 Employees shall be responsible for providing their home telephone number, together with 
any other telephone number they want to be utilized for call outs. 
. ' ._.'//":,„. A M T I C X E 4 1 ^ '; \ 
41.1 Seniority shall mean the length of continuous service with the Commission since the last 
date of hire as apart-time ioll collector. 
41.2 Seniority for part-time toll collectors shall be determinative in matters concerning job 
bids, layoffs, overtime opportunities, scheduled hours of work and holiday work. 
41.3 Part-time toll collectors shall have the right to bid on full-time positions, and such 
positions shall be awarded pursuant to the terms in Side Letter "A." 
41.4 If the part-time toll collector successfully bids on the full-time position, their seniority for 
full-time shall be based on all their hours worked as part-time and then" divided by 2080 
'.hours.-." " "! '•' •••-_••'-,,?: •••-'••'•••• i/'r '•••••'* »«***••'•»-•.• •'•-.-.. ••-.:^'--
Example: Part-timer has 6 years total seniority as part-time toll collector. In those 
six years, part-timer has worked 8-000 hours. • 8000 hre. divided by 2080 == 
3 yrs. 8 months. Part-timetdll coilectorenters full-timebargainingunit 
"'•'•' with 3 years and 8 months seniority; ! ? ' » ^ ^ v : i ? 
41.5 Pro-rated part-time seniority in the full-time bargaining unit shall be used only for 
vacation selection. Seniority for all other purposes shall be attained with length of 
service upon becoming a full-time employee. 
41.6 Probation. Part-time employees shall serve a probationary period of six (6) months 
beginning with their initial date of hire. - ;: 1 ? 
41.7 Layoff. When the Commission determines it is necessary to reduce the size of the part-
time toll collector bargaining unit at any toll plaza, it shall do so by releasing 
probationary part-time toll collectors first and then laying off part-time toil collectors 
based upon seniority, laying off those part-time toll collectors at the affected plaza with 
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the least seniority first. Where seniority is equal, the Commission shall give preference 
for retention to the part-time toll collector with the most amount of hours worked in the 
past two (2) years. * • • . . . , 
If the Commission adds part-time toll collectors to the affected plaza, prior to hiring 
Outside applicants, those part-time toll collectors previously laid off shall be recalled in 
reverse order of layoff if the recall is within two calendar years of the date of the layoff. 
Refusal of a recall will remove a part-time toll collector's name from the recall list. 
While a part-time toll Collector is on layoff, such collector will be offered the opportunity 
to return to work if there is a vacancy at a toll plaza contiguous to the toll plaza from 
which the employee was laid off. Refusal of such opportunity will not extinguish the 
right to recall at the plaza from which the employee was laid off. 
ARTICLE 42 - BENEFITS (PART-TIME) 
42.1 Holiday Pay. When a part-time toll collector works on the actual holiday, the collector 
shall receive double time (2x) the regular rate of pay for each hour worked on such 
holiday. 
ARTICLE43 .CONTRACTRIGHTS (PART-TIME) 
43.1 Except as otherwise specified, part-time employees shall have all the rights which accrue 
to full-time employees under the terms of this collective bargaining agreement. 
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ARTICLE 44 - FULL-TIME WAGES (FULL-TIME) 
44.1 The biweekly salaries of full-time nonsupervisory toll collectors and the hourly wage 
rates for full-time nonsupervisory employees in the maintenance department, in effect 
with the first payroll period beginning on or after January 1,2002, including Level 1, 
defined as being "New Hire Six (6) Month Probationary Period," after a minimum of six 
(6) months in this level, be retained and advanced to Level 2, are as follows:, 
Toll Collections Department 
r
 6Mos 18Mos 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
Toll Collector TCO11 $14.77 $16.50 $17.60 
Maintenance Department 
'..-' 6Mos I8Mos 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
MW. Class IIMW221 $14.47 $16.20 $17.29 
M.W. ClassIIMW21Sr,' : " 3 ^ 3 8 * $16.0^ $17.15 
MW220, MC225, MW230, 
MW235,MW236, \ - • - - ' • : • ' - - :. -..•> \ 
MW240,MW280 !,-,;<..-- • ,,./; 
M.W. Class III MW325, 
MW327,MW329,MW341 
M.W. Class IV MW425, 
MW428, MW433, MW442 
M.W. Class IV-A 
(Technicians) M4A24, 
M4A54, M4A64, M4A74, 

















$14.66 $16.39 $17.49 $18.33 $18.65 
$15.36 $17.17 $18.32 $19.37 $19.80 
$15.56 $17.38 $18.55 $19.56 $20.04 
M.W. Class V MW555, 
MW565, MW575, 
MW585,MW595,MW598 
M.W. Class VIMW626 
Div. Stores Clerk DSC23 
























Maintenance Clerk MTC26 $ 11.69 $13.04 $13.94 $14.53 $15.20 $15.97 
Level increases are automatic and based upon longevity one year between each level from 2, 
through Level 5 or 6. 
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44.2 The biweekly salaries of full-time nonsupervisory toll collectors and the hourly wage 
rates for full-time npnsupervisory employees in the maintenance department, in effect 
January 1,2003, including Level 1, defined as being "New Hire Six (6) Month 
w
 Probationary Period," after a minimum of six (6) months in this level, be retained and 
advanced to Level 2, are as follows: 
Toil Collections Department 
6 Mos 18Mos 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
Toll Collector TC011 $15.47 $17.20 $18.30 
Maintenance Department 
6Mos 18Mos 
Level 1 Lsvel 2 Level 3 
M.W. Class IIMW221 $15.17 $16.90 $17.99 
M.W. Class IIMW218, $i5.08 $16.77 $17.85 
MW220, MW225, 
MW230, MW235, 
MW236, MW240, MW280 
M.W. Class III MW325, 
MW327, MW329, MW341 
M.W. Class IV MW425, 
MW428, MW433, MW442 
M.W. Class IV-A 
(Technicians) M4A24, 
M4A54, M4A64, M4A74, 

















$15.36 $17.09 $18.19 $19.03 $19.35 
$16.06 $17.87 $19.02 $20.07 $20.50 
$16.26 $18.08 $19.25 $20.26 $20.74 
M.W. Class VMW555, 
MW565, MW575, 
MW585, MW595, MW598 
M.W, Class VIMW626 
Div. Stores ClerkDSC23 
Assf. Division Stores 
Clerk DSC24 





























Level irxreases are automata and based upon longevity-one year between each level from 2, 
through Level 5 or 6. ' 
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44.3 The biweekly salaries of full-time nonsupervisory toll collectors and the hourly wage 
rates for full-time nonsupervisory employees in the maintenance department, in effect 
January 1,2004, including Level 1, defined as being "New Hire Six (6) Month 
Probationary Period," after a minimum of six (6) months in this level, be retained and 
advanced to Level 2, are as follows: 
Toll Collector TC011 




MW236, MW240, MW280 
M.W. Class HI MW325, 
MW327, MW329, MW341 
M.W. Class IV MW425, 
MW428, MW433, MW442 
M.W. Class IV-A 





















































M4A54, M4A64, M4A74, 
M4A84, M4A94, M4A97 
M.W. Class V MW555, 
MW565,MW575, 
MW585, MW595, MW598 
$17.15 $19.02 $20.41 $21.44 $21.87 
M.W. Class VIMW626 
Div. Stores Clerk DSC23 



















Maintenance Clerk MTC26 $13.09 $14.44 $15.34 $15.£3 $16.60 $17.37 
Level increases are automatic and based upon longevity one year between each level from 2, 
through Level 5 or 6. 
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44.4 Longevity Pay. Effective January 1,1992, an employee having more than five (5) years 
of service as a regular full-time employee of the Commission shall receive, in addition to 
the employee's base rate, a longevity increment as follows; > 
a. Over 5 years, but less than 10 years *—2% of the base payrate 
b. Over 10 years, but less than 15 years — 4% of the base pay rate 
c. Over 15 years, but less than 20 years — 6% of the base pay rate 
d. Over 20 years, but less than 25 years — 8% of the base pay rate 
e. Over 25 years —10% of the base pay rate ' 
The adjustment to the wage or salary fate of the qualifying employee shall be made on 
the qualifying anniversary date of the employee. •( 
44.5 Temporary Assignment. When a maintenance employee is designated by the 
department head to act as assistant maintenance foreman, the employee will be paid at the 
Level Three (3) wage rate of the assistant maintenance foreman for the first eight (8) 
hours of each day of the period during which the employee performs the duties of such 
higher classification — the period to be designated by the department head. For the 
performance of such duties in excess of eight (8) hours each day, the employee shall be 
paid at the rate of one and one-half (1-1/2) times the employee's regular base rate. 
5....... Designations will not be unreasonably withheld. 
In the maintenance"department, qualified employees will continue to be appointed on 
w temporary basis to take over the po'sition of the assistant maintenaheefoferriah during 
times of vacation or sickness. There will be no discrimination'agairist any employee on 
account of membership or nojim^mbership in a Union or because of the Union member's 
position as a steward in the Union. Where all other factors are equal, an employee who 
. served temporarily as an assistant maintenance foreman in the past will be given the 
opportunity in thefixture, even % ^ , i f e ; ^ p i p y w ' n ^ y be amnion steward^ should the 
necessity,for a^emporary promotion exist" ,, '" "V ' " 
, Jfm employeeworks a full shift or longermaf^ghsrclassifipatioatorep^an , 
employee who is absent due to vacation or illness, jjhe employee wiil receive the higher 
classification rate of pay. 
v 
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ARTICLE 45 - PART-TIME WAGES (PART-TIME) 
45.1 The hourly rates for part-time toll collectors will be as follows: 
Effective Date Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
Effective with the first pay 
period beginning on or after 
March 1,2002 $11.92 $12.48 $13.06 $13.67 
February 1,2003 $12.62 , $13,18 $13/76, $14.37 
February 1,2004 $13.32 $13.88: $14.46 ; $15.07 
45.2 Advancement from one level to another is based upon completion of at least one 
thousand five hundred (1500) hours in level to advance to the next, as follows: 
a. Level 1 0 hours to IJftO hours; 
b. Leyei^r: .',,[ 150rhoursto30Q0hours; : " _ ., 
c. Leviel3 , / 3001 h^slQ4500lwurs;;and "t '/'«,/.. „••;. 
d. Level 4 Over 4500 hours
 ( , ? 
46.1 Should any part of this Agreement be declared invalid by operation of law or by a 
tribunal of competent jurisdictioh,'the remainder of the Agreement will hot be affected 
thereby, but will remain in full force; and effect. In the eyeptany provision is thus 
rendered invalid, upon written request of either party, the Commission and the Union will 
meet promptly ano! negotiate a mutually satisfactory modification within thirty (30) days. 
\."[ 'AMteLE47-'i)URATIOr>l(BOTH)' - : \;v''\ 
47.1 This Agreement shall continue in full fOi*ce and effect for the period January 1,2002 
through December 31,2004 and shall constitute the entire Agreement between the 
parties. All rights and duties of both parties are specifically expressed in this Agreement. 
This Agreement concludes the collective bargaining for its term/subject only to a desire by both 
parties t6 agree to amend or supplement it at anytime. ^ ' u 
Signed this y day of October, 2002, 
On b ^ I ^ i Teamsters Local Union No. 436 / JDn behalf of The Ohio Turnpike Commission 
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SIDE LETTER A 
FROM THE OHIO TURNPIKE COMMISSION 
TO THE 
TEAMSTERS LOCAL UNION NO.-436,; 
AFFILIATED WITH THE INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF TEAMSTERS 
RE: ROTATIONAL SHIFTS 
The Commission agrees that it "will undertake good faith efforts, when and where possible, 
to reduce the number of rotational shifts and reduce the number of different rotational shifts 
assigned to its full-time toll collectors. This is in addition to the Commission's agreement that 
the number of rotational shifts will constitute no more than 34% of total shifts across the whole 
of the Toll Operations Department. • 
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SIDE LETTER B 
FROM THE OHIO TURNPIKE COMMISSION 
TO THE 
TEAMSTERS LOCAL UNION NO. 436, 
AFFILIATED WITH THE INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF TEAMSTERS 
The parties agree that the maximum lifetime medical benefit shall be in the amount of 
$1,250,000 for each employee or dependent, which maximum lifetime benefit shall be applicable 
to hospitalization surgical and major medical benefits* as permitted under the, health policy 
maintained by the Commission. 
The prescription drug plan will be modified from a $2 deductible for generic drugs and $5 
deductible for brand drugs to a $5 deductible for generic drugs, a. $10 deductible for brand drugs 
where no generic drug is available and a $15 deductible for brand drugs when a generic drug is 
available. 
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SIDE LETTER C 
FROM THE OHIO TURNPIKE COMMISSION 
TO THE 
TEAMSTERS LOCAL UNION NO. 436, 
AFFILIATED WITH THE INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF TEAMSTERS 
RE: PART-TIME BIDDING ON FULL-TIME POSITIONS 
The parties agree that three-quarters (3/4) of all offers of employment to fill a vacant full-time 
toll collector position (those vacant after members of the full-time bargaining unit have bid) will 
be made to existing qualified part-time toll collectors. 
In order for a part-time toll collector to be deemed "qualified" for the purposes of being made an 
offer of full-time employment, the following conditions must be satisfied: 
(1) the part-time toll collector must be at the top step of the part-time toll 
collector schedule; 
(2) for the two years immediately preceding the date of application for the 
full-time position, the part-time employee must have worked one thousand 
(1000) hours in each of those years; and 
(3) the part-time toll collector has not received any disciplinary suspension for 
a period of one (1) year dating backward from the date of application for 
the full-time position. 
For the purposes of calculating the three-fourths rule, when no part-time employee bids on the 
full-time position, that position shall not be considered in reaching the ultimate calculation. 
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